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CHAPTER I

THE E CONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF UNDERDEVELOPED
COUNTRIES

Introduction

Qui ckening the rate of economi c growth and the conquest of poverty are
the primary expressed objects of public policy in the underdeve loped countries
of the world . In the new countries, particularly in Africa and Asia which have
recently become independe nt, it was necessary to start almost from scratch in
the construction of a n advanced economy.

Such countries have usually had (a) a

high proportion of population in agriculture , with low productivity ; (b) little
capital per person and crude technology; (c) major expenditures for food ; (d)
high birth and death rates; (e) poor hea lth and sanitation ; and (f) a low level of
education.

These and other characteristics not only indic ate the s ituati on they

are in politically, economi cally, and socially, but al so what needs to be done
to improve their status.

Mos t of the countries in Southeast Asia are underdevel oped and desire
economi c growth in order to prosper in the modern world.

This is particularly

true of Thailand and Indi a. Although both de pend on the monsoon, they have
adopted different types of economic organi zation to attain economic growth.
Thailand has adopted a democratic mixed economy, while India has adopted a
mild socialist economy.
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The objectives of this study are to compare tbe economic systems in
Thailand and India . to asst>SR tue effec:Liv<' ness of •he econo mi c programs they
have outline d , and to compare Lht>Ir a c hie,tm<mts and acco mplis hments in
economi c growth and de 'elopme nt.

As a Tha i , I am naturally personally

interested in techniques which might be useful in promoting the economi c development of Thailand.

Wha t is an UndE'rdeveloped Country?

lt is obviou s that the countries of th e world are not equally well off.

That some are ri c h and some ar·e poor causes people to concern the mse lves
about the differences.

The status quo, wi th its wide economic disparities among

countries, is being challenged.
of disparities .

Poor countries are trying to narrow Lhe range

Their l e aders rea li ze tha t to develop their countries without

external help is slow and painful.

Thus , the world is divided into two blocs-

the Free and the Communist worlds.

The Cold War is not a politi cal struggle

a lone, but also a contest between two widely diffe r ent types of economic organization.
While it is recogm zed that the world consists of poor countrie s alongside the ri ch , it is difficult to disti nguis h between the two.
The labels unde rdeveloped and deve loped are substitu.ted
for poor and ric-h, and each of these is then define d solely in
terms of economic performance. An unde rdeveloped country
can be defined as one tha t , on the average, affords its inhabitants an end produ ct of consumption and mate rial well be ing
inferior to that be ing provided in developed countries . Conversely , a developed country t>E'comes one that affords an

3

eco n.om.ir • n.d product Buper:lor to that of
countri<'E". 1

u~dt>rde v t-, Joped

Less dF veloped countrres and Jow·in.c·om•, r·or...ntdfs are not exactly
identica l , although t.hP categones nH Tlap to a gre >it

EXU'.n l.

Sparsely settled

countries , like Austra li a and Canada at the turn of 1.ht twt>n ieth century, or
the United States m 1.850 , may ha v.- been

unde rdev~Jope d

but no t poor. An

example of a country ri eh bu t und,;rdevelop~ed .b Ku li\ ait , with its e no1mous oil
royalties an.d its high a 'ic- rage J.r.<·ome per vap11a , bul wiih t:he vast majority of
its popul a tion making no co ntr'ibt•iiOn to the high na1.ion.al rPt"en.ue .
In attachi ng the labels und rdeveloped anct developed to particular
countries , or in

in.ter~pre ting

th meani ng o( theRe labels whoen applied to

particular countr·ies, one s hould bear two factors in mi nd.

First, "the term

underdeve loped implies r e lati ·e status. " 2 The term takes on meani.ng as
comparisons are made among countries. An unde rdevelop!'d co untry is one
that is economically poor c·ompa r e d with other coun.triPs ; that. is , with other
countries regarded as de;vel oped.

Sec ond ,

. . . the toer m underde eloped is arbi!rar-y in usage there is
no absolute rule aB to ihe pr e cise d.i VIding lir,e betw~>en underdevelopt>d and dt>Velopr<d . One rule of the thumb is t:o regard
as unde rdev eloped any country whosP per - c".pita income is no
greater one - fourth that of the highe s t· in"ome count:r:y. 3

1walt r Kraus<' , Economi c De, e lopme.nt (Belmont , California:
Wadworth Publishing Compan} , In<' . , 1962), p. 6.

2Ibid.
3Ibid.
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To tmde r s tand the underde,eloped wodd , several fe aturP.S are
sufficiently widt"sprtad and d• -rinc:ti"" ro

w~ rraoL

thE<i t being l ooked upon

as earmark s ot underde vt.lopedness .
Low inco me. It is stmp1e io ass ert lliat· a ny pP.rson or country re ceiving
low incom e s hould be

co n~Jdtled pocL

t..:nderdovt:loped countries thu s suffer from

a low level of eco nomic and technic al acllH'v

~ me nl.

Some und rdeve loped countries,

including China and Indi a, have cultures and ch il\ zations which go back more than
2,0 00 years.

The general vtctur

IS

that " the two thi rds of the world ' s people who

lived in underdew loped ount ries receive but one- third of the total world income
being ge nerared wt1ile t he one - third li ving in devblope d countries receives twothirds of the world ' s incom e. , l
Examination of in come es limat.es for the major regions o f t he world
reveals that in .1.9 55

]J

r capita GN P ranged from $2 , 300 down to $55, with the

world norm placed at $390. Jn comes in regions f·omprised en ti rely or ver y
largely of unde rdeveloped countri e s ranged f rom $275 do wn to $55 : Latin America ,
$275 ; the Near East, $200 . Afr·i a, $11.0; the Far East and South Asia , $100 ; and
Commu nist Chi na, $55. 2
Jllust1athe of the widA sp r .- ad in inco mes among reg.i ons, the richest
region shown had an income roug hl y si.x Urnes the wo rld a\· r age , whl le the

1For supporting data, ~Pe L'N , National Income and Its Distribution in
Under - Deve loped Countries (New York , 1951) , Tabl e 2, p. 3.
2Jbid . ' p . 9.
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income of the poorest n •gion was roughh on · se ve nih of U1e world avtr·age.
Lo~_e JJ - being.

Lo w well-·bei..og

·~

alRo o ne of ;be

underde veloped eoun1rio-s , and is found m vari.c•us non -m or,
material \\Pll-being.

public faci.li

] e5 ,

rat~"s ,

~ !ary

of

measur.es of

Of the \·ari•)US non · mont>lary measurPs ava llable , the

following m ost frequE nily eapi:ur .=! at.tPn:fi c o:

infant mortalit y

char a d·~ ristics

a.mr;•..tnLs

atJ.d

h;-pes 0f food inl:ake,

Jifp expt:(·taneies, l11RB•: ,. rates, and F'!ensi;;eoess of

"Som e under devf'lop •.d c• c: ntr ' '"' bh. India and China (main-

land) have overpopulated . E very ihnd

):!(·

r'l0 r• i o. the \Vc rld .i s either Chinese or

Indian . .,l This mean.s that at le ast one -tidrd of !h e " ·c,rld s population lives
barely above the leve.l of subsistence.

There is food- shortage: there are not

enough schools for c hildren ; life is mis ... rablA.

Re c au~e

of th•, climate, life

expectancies are low , thus reduung the produc·t.ion o( the coun.t.ries. With high
birth rates, incomes of the family are divided into s mall fractions . "In India,
China, Indonesia and the res1 of Asia , as we ll aR most of the Arab world , the
comparable figurP of life expec tan cy was pr obably mo r e oft~ll below 40 than above. " 2
Average hfe expet't.anc·y is the ne t r esult nf a

"i d.~,

·arie ly of causes-

diet, disease , infant and matPrnal health, E'Xpo;;•,re to ha2.ards , availability of
medical care, sanlt.ation practices, e.t•' · As such, il Sl,ppl.lE'E· on over-all
measure of what a particu la r· socie-ty afford8 as ,, r·d-produc to the people who

1
Hawaharal Nehr·u , _9hinese and lnd1a _Plann.ing ;Eogl<o,wood Cliffs ,
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc. , 1959) . p. LBS.

2 Norm an S. Buchamn and Howa rdS . Ellis , .~..2!..~.!Jl.""'"_!Q._~conomic
DevelopmEn! (New York: The TwenUFlh Centur:; Fund , 1.95!\) , p. 40.
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Lack •) f ha,;ic facil itie s

Low gross national produ c t.
$14(1()

GNP Per cap.it J
($ equival ent)

n

$120

Deve loped

Les s

developed
Short Life Spans

Miles of 1:oad E le ctrie power
(Per 1 , 000
per c.apita
mi.le s of a.r·ea) (KWH P•3r year)
WidAspcead literacy

67 years

65%

Life expectancy

Less developed

Developed

Chart I. l\ASlC PROBLEMS OF LESS DEVELOPED AREAS
Source: Walter Krause , Ec ~QQ.!!! k_ De'iblopm:.~"'t (Belmont, California: Wadworth
Publishing Company, In• ·. , 19tl2) , I ;l.
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com pos it.

The re an be little ques ti on that improvrod li fe expee:tan cy is indi -

cative of improv·ed

"-f-11 - be:~ng,

Pov r!\' in acc umulate d

specially 1f
t·api t!!~-

t~e t m):.r O ·J ~· m~nt

.is appreciable.

Reol ln.•.o m.-. p.-t· p...r·son may be low

primarily ber,ause t he productive resource s a \a llablt,··-though effi.ciently usedare so poor i n qu lity or Ro defieie nt in f}Ua.ntity ihar.lililr., Jf any, greater
output can be had from them. For exam ple, s1n""' Jabot' Js a basie r esource,
people who arP illiterafR, di seased, and undtrnoudsbtd are neeessarily poor
workers who will ha,•e a low output p er J·H·son.

Produ c~in•

capi ta.! resources

are those used primarily to further the outpu i of final cons umption goods and
servi ces.

They include factory buildings , m achinery and equip me nt, transport

faciliti es, wate r , sewerage and irr igation works, communication facilities,
public bui.ldings, laboratories, schools, work animals , livestoek inventories
of raw- m aterials, and goods - in-process . Apart from these produ ctive capital
goods which yield a direct flow of consumption goods and service s, cons umption
capital goods include dwellings, churche s , shrine>', mu seu ms, and cons umer's
durable goods. It is difficult for underdeveloped

counid~c.-

1D acquire such

accumulated capital sinee people ' s inco mes are low.
Backwardness in technique . Because of t bF la.ck of edu.nation people
are unable to develop new kinds of produc-tion . l n agTieulture , th y still use
me thods of farming whi ch have been used for m any gte.nf't<l.ti ons . There are
not enough techni.cal schools , and a large supply of la bor .i s untrained and has
no skill. While the populaHon incr easPs , produ (·tion is sti ll l ow.
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TypPs of Und"rde •le loped Cour.t:rif.s

Underd ~ ·Je loprd

countries are those whose tconomi<' and social progrlolss

is dependent upon the contmued e mployment of foreign higb ·-level manpower in a
wide variety of r'ore positions in major public and pt'i.att, insti tutions.

The state

of development of their indigenous human r e soun <-b is insufficient to permit these
countries to mmfl' forward on their own.. 1
Typically , the underdeveloped countty is a n agrarian society. The vast
majority of its population is rural or nomadi c: . Most of the ru r-al population is
engaged in subsistence activities, cont ributj ng or.ly marginaUy to the market
e conomy.

They are typically raw-material pr·oducers of primary goods producers .

Output aiid e mployment tend to be heavily concenlra.ll;d in ag1·icultural or mineral
fields , while manufacturing tends to account for ve ry lit tle , either in terms of
output or employme nt. In developed countries, in contrast, e mp hasis is typically
on manufacturing , while raw mate rials production plays a rel atively lesser role.
Those engaged in the pr.oduGtion of <·ash crops st•.-,b as tea , <'offee, cotton, fr·uits,
or vegetables are a minor-ity.

The so--called modern sector of the economy con-

sists of t he central government and its 1·egiona.l ar•.d loca l hra!J.ches-few large
plantations, trading establishments in t he e.i tie•s and

th~;

larger villages-and

some industries Ru ch as cigarette manufa.during, hoHHng of beverages, food
processing, or an oceasional te ... ti.l.; mill.

1 Freder·ick Harbison and Cha.rles A. Myt-r:.~, Edu.f;.ation, Matl!Jower
and Economic Growth (.!:<ew York - london, Mcnnw ..·Hill Book Company, 1964) ,
p. 49.
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In the low-i ncome underdev lope d coun lri<'s, the pe rc-entage of
the total output classes as having or.i gina.f-td in raw- mate rials
produ ction invaria bly exceeds that r egar-dPd as having m anu faC"turing origins, with ranges of 40'!h-60% and 10%-lf>% respr,ctively, being fairly de pi ctive of t.he ~ 1fuaUon . In the lowincome underdevel oped countries, upward s of 50% of the labor
force is typically e ngaged in raw-materials production , and
in som e countries, t he figure exceeds 80%. l
In political development , unde rdevel op ed <"Ou ntri!Os fa ll into two broad
categories: the fi rst and s malles t gr oup consis

of counl:r itos which have been

independent for a long time and are presently ru le d by r-a ther well-e ntrenched
dynastic eli tes . These include Saudi Ara bia , T hai land , Ethiopia, Liberia, and
A fgani.s tan.
The s econd category is composed of countri es which have only recently
e merged from colonial rule or are in the protJe ss of transitio n to independent
status.

These include most of the African countries and some As ian countr ies,

s uc h as India and Burma, whi ch until r ecently we r e governed by France,
Belgium, Italy , and the United Kingdo m.
In ne.ithe r the newly-emerging nor th e long independPnt C'oun1r ies is
there as yet wide participation of the m asses in political life .

This r esults

from a number of factors, including poor commun ications, widespread
illiteracy, lack of edu cation , and the tradi tiona1 s ubs.i stenc . ~ ector·.

coupled

with apathy towarrl the a spirati ons of t he ruling e li IPs .
Und .r devt>l oped are as are chara cteriz d by rel a.tiv e ly abundant labor
and rel a ti ve ly scarce land and capital equipment..

Thi s m ans thai per capita

1
charles P . Kindleberge r , Economi c Deve loJ,Jmt.Q_(New York:
McGraw- Hill Boo k Company, 1965) , p. 15.
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outpu t is low and will remain low as long as this proportJOn persis ts. Moreover ,
Lhe worse the di sp roportion becomes, the Jowf'r
Economic

nect>s;;it~'

WJH

lJt per ('!ipita in comes .

will force the s ubstitutjon cl la hor fo r lan d or capi t al equip-

me nt whereve r posslhle in the struggle to raise to tal 01,t-,::ut.
Mor ... impo r·tant is

underemploym~n1.

The maone r ;., whieh und'lr-

e mployment is gener·ated in underdev .loped countries

11311

b.- nnriily :illustrated .

In the apparent abs<Cnce of better alternat:ive s , pt>r F<nns in underd.-ve loped countries
are likel} t·o find tbems lves involved in one or another of the following situations.
The farm plot of the flimily may already ba\e enough , or more 'han enough workers
on it to handle the required tasks, but when the younger members of the family
reach worktng age (i. e . , become includable in tb

labor for ce) they may, since

other avenut>s of employment are lacking or beJ.i., o;d lacking , simply join others
in the fam Jly in whatever they are doing- whethe r· or not the presence of an
additional person adds anything to total production. In a tenhnical sense no
employment sho ws up, but undere mployrnPni is indu ced (i . e . , labor' s relationship to complementary fa ctors of produ C'tior• is ovcrsened) with the resu lt that
per-worker productivity is low . Or, person,; ma.v ell ter "rnak<"-work" types of
service a tlv itiAs (i. e ., as s <"rvants) t h3t. typieally eortail low productivity and
low personal income.

Thus, what might und - t some c.ircum 'tan.c es result in

outright unemployment evolves Instead as d·1sg1>ist>d
rpgula.r l y in underdeve loped countries .

u n~ m ploy me-nt,

and is found

11

General Methods of Attempting E conomic De';t'lopment

Most nat.i onB today are development - mind ed.

Tht> l ess developed

countries whi ch haYe been poor and stagnant for ct'>ntu r·ies are in a state of
r evolt against poverty, disease, ignorance, and dominanct> by stronger nations ,
and they are no longer disposed to entrust their futur<>

e_~d·,;; :i vely

to th e forces

of the market, the whim of na ture, or t he judgment of colo.oial rulers .
The advanced countries like wise are commitre d to g-rowth , and
t he mor·e rapid and spectacular the bettec. ThiB almost
universal quest for forward movem ent is in essence a r evolution
wlllch has no precedent in history . It is fired by rising asp:irators
for econo mic , social, and political progress, and it i s based upon
the optimistic conviction that man , in Ill~ eentury of science, c an
mo ve forward by le aps instead of steps.
The great awakening in the underdevelope d world is a reaction to various
force s and factors .

The particular forces and factors, or combinations thereof ,

r esponsible for having tr igge red it unques tionably diff r somewhat among underdevel oped countries .
Firs t , income mu st r ise cumulatively (i.e., year after yea r) for so me
considerable period. A once-and-for-all incre ase in income i s not enough.
Second, the incre ase in income must bestow inr,ome benefits upon the
population as a whole, covering various occupationaJ and income groups.
Jt is essential to recall that per c apita income

Cdll rise either
bee use added income a ccrues to a few persons within a lllghly
inequitable income structure or beeause the s ame added incom e
accrues to many pe ople within a more equitable income structure.
In the concept; of economic development, a rise in real p er capita

lHar h iS•) n and Myers , 2£· eit. , p . 1.
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income tomes about as the result of more than just a few receiving
hig he r int ome. I.
Third , real income must r is!' accumulativt>ly ove r ti me . Indeed,
instances may eXJ !'t in whi c h economic dev<clopment C'an still be r egarded as
occurring even t,hough r e al per capita income does not rise . For example , an
increase in povu latio n C"an serve to rule out a per

c~.pita

inct"ease in income,

notwithstanding a subs tantial addition to the aggregate levtJl of inr.ome.
popular hope i.R tna t aggregate income will

ri~'<e

The

faster than population , so that

per capita incomb ean also rise .
The s e th r iCe categories a re the guideposts of ENt'I'Y government. High
income means better li ving. Howeve r, each underdeveloped country must
approach its probl e ms in its own way.

CHAPTER lJ

THAILAND AND INDIA AS UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES

Thailand and India, from every economic point of view, &re regarded
as underdeveloped countr i e s.

Thailand's income per capita is about $100, while

India is about $72 .
Ne erihe less , fr om a ge ographical point of view, there are many differences be tween the s e two countries. India is a vast country, is overpopulated,
and is polili cally influential among underdeveloped areas.

Thailand is a small

country and re latively underpopulated .
A comparison of the economies of Tahiland and India at the time the
two countrie s e mbark upon their economic development programs reveals many
basic likene sse s.

The y share the pressure of increasing population, and agri-

culture accounts fo r a high percentage of the national output.

Unlike Thailand,

India's agricultur al production is insufficient to meet domestic needs . Although
i ntensive me thodR of cultivation are used, India feels t he need for such scien tific
improvement as seed s e lection, improved fertili zers, and improved farming
methods.

Ne e rthele ss , Thailand and India have the same economic goals, that

is, to eliminate poverty and to raise standards of living.

Noneconomic Ba c kground of Thailand

Geographical aspects.

Thailand, whose population in th e 1962 census

showed 28.7 million , is located in the middle of the mainland of Southeast Asia,
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with Burma on thE- Wes t and North, Laos on the upper East, and Cambodia on
the lower Eas 1. On lht> extreme South it is bounded by Malaysia.

Thailand

extends an area of. abou t 200,000 square miles, from norlll to south , about
1 , 000 miles-btt.wee n approximatdy 6 to 20 degrees no rth latitude.

The greatest

extent of east- w st is abo ut 480 miles.
Historic~!

aspec ts.

The meaning of " Tha1 ," the name of the race occupy-

ing the countTy , means "freedom." The Jove of fr eedom of Thai people is shown
clearly in Thai hi s tory.

The Thai used to live in the southern part of mainland

China, but in 1253 wer e fo ced to migrate southward bec ause of the Chinese
invasion unde r the leade rship of Kublai Khan.

As a consequence, they founded

the country in the pr<>sent location in 1257.
Most of Thai histo ry is a story alternating between peace and wars
against ne ighbonng countries , especially Burma, until the period of colonialism
when all of the s e neighboring countries lost their independence to the Western
Powers.

Thaila nd was lucky ; she was used by the French and the British as a

buffer state . Th ailand started westernizing unde r King Chulalongkorn, who ruled
the country fr om 1868 to 1910.
Absolu te monarchy was the form of government until June 24 , 1932 ,
when constitutional monarc hy was intToduced through a bloodless coup d 'etat.

1 Lik.hit HooMra kul , The Historical Re cords of th e Sia mese -Chinese
Relations (Bangkok: Tha i Bithawa Press , 1953) , pp. 97- 10 t.
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Natural Re sources

Climate a nd topography. Over most of Thailand , a warm wet southwe st monsoon l asts from May to November, and is followed by the relative ly
cool and dry northwfst monsoon.

February to May is the hot, dry season. In

the southern penins ular r egion it is rainiest during the dry season of the rest
of the country.
The country can be subdivided into four regions.

Central Thailand ,

which is dra ined by the important Chao Phya River, is the geographic and
economic heart of the country. In the mountainous forested northern region,
agriculture is largely limited to the fe r tile valleys of the Chao Phya tributaries.
Farming

IS

diffieuJt in the flat rolling terrain of the northeastern region and

farm at little more than a subsistence level.

The small elongated southern

r egion has several si zable coastal plains as we ll as a mountain chain running
northwest whi ch a t time s borders on the sea.
Agric ultural land. 1 Agricultural land is 15 percent of the land areaabout average for the Far East.

Per capita agricultural land of about 0. 9 ac res

is also about average for the area.

The climate and topography favor rice

growing , whi ch accounts for the three-fourths of the cultivated land. Average
size of farm is 10 acres , thou gh farms in the north are less than half the
average of the count ry.

The highest average net farm income, in order of rank ,

1 This s ec tion is condensed from Thai-American Economic and Technical Cooperation (Bangkok: United States Operations Mission Thailand, January
1961) .
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are the Southern, Central , North and Northeast regions.

Average net farm

income in the Northe ast is usually onl y one-quarter that of the Southern region.
More than 80 pen ent of the farmers own their land.
Principal cr2J22.. Rice is by far the largest crop, and Thailand is one
of the world's l argest rice exporters. Rubber , a major crop, is growing in
importance. Bol.h rice and rubber produce about 60 percent of the total export
income.

Cotton, pe anuts , fruits , sugar cane , coconuts, tobacco , castor beans ,

corn, and various fibers (kapok, kenaf, etc . ) are also grown.
Forests. Approximately 63 percent of the land is forested, but much
of this is scrub timber.

Teak is the most important forest product. In the North ,

lac output is valuable. A large percentage of this product is consumed domestically
by r e sidential construction, furniture making, and s hipbuilding . Much wood goes
into charcoal for home consumption. Resins and oils are also extracted from
forest trees.
Fisheries. Both salt a nd fresh water fishing are important in Thailand ,
as fish is an essential part of the diet.

Fisheries are the second largest industry

in extent and value . The rivers , canals, ponds, rice fields, and irrigation
ta11ks are g·ood breeding grounds.
Minerals.
total.

Tin reserves amount to about 16 percent of the Free World

Tungsten reserves are also important. Relatively small deposits of

gold, manganese, molybdenum, antimony, asbestos, lead, zinc , and copper
are found.

Limestone, gemstone , and marble are exploited on a small scale.

Very large deposits of salt and gypsum are known, and several deposits of high grade iron ore have been found.
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Fuels. Wood , lignite, and rice husks are used as sources of energy.
Household fu el is mainly charcoal. A large lignite deposit is being worked in
the North, and small deposits occur elsewhere in the Kingdom.
Di.stribution of GNP . Agriculture contributes about 44 percent of the
GNP; trade, finance , commerce and transportation, 17 percent; and government
and other se

ices, 14. percent.

Human Resources

About three -quarters of the people are of Thai stock. About 14 percent
are of Chinese s tock which are important in banking, commerce, and mining.
Persons of Malayan descent amount to 3. 5 percent, and there are large minorities
of Cambodian, Laotian, and Vietnamese descent, with many Indians in the cities. 1
The annual rate of increase in population is estimated at 3. 1 percent.
By and large, the Thai people are self-dependent and individualistic ,
nonaggressive and nonextremist, polite and respectful of seniority.

There is no

caste system, but a class structure based on political power, social connections,
economic standing, education, and family background is common among the elite
in Bangkok and other urban areas. 2
Manpower.

The main occupations of the majority of Tahi people are

farming and government services. While the Thai people are interested in

1 Thai-Ame rican Economic and Teclmical Cooperation, p. GI-2.
2
Richard .J. Coughlin, Double Identities: The Chinese in Modern
Thailand (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press , 1960) , p. 137.
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TABLE I
OCCUPATION OF PO PULA TlON 11 YEARS
OF AGE AND OVER
Occupation
Professional , technical and
r e lated workers

Male

Female

T otal

114, 941

59,019

173,960

23, 643

2,548

26, 191

Clerical workers

133,716

20,587

154,303

Sale workers

325,254

410,203

735,457

5,574 , 571

5, 757,918

11,332,489

19,347

6,908

26,255

Workers in transport and
communication occupation

138,145

6 ,4 65

144,610

Craftmen, production process
workers and labourers

539,837

266,368

806,205

Service, sport and recreatio n workers

152,310

12 1, 065

273,375

Workers not cl assified by occupation

84, 848

14,411

99,259

Total economically active population

7,106,612

6, 665' 492

13, 772, 104

Noneconomically active

1 ,5 08,644

1,984,369

3,493,013

26, 52 0

19,357

45,877

8,641,776

8,669,218

17 ,310 , 994

Administrative, executive and
managerial workers

Farmers, fishermen, hunte rs,
loggers and related workers
Miners, quarrymen

Unknown
Total

Source: Central Statistics Office, National Economic Development Board,
Thailand Population Census, 1960 (Bangkok , 1962), 27 -35.
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governmen t se rvi ce and farming, other occupations are left mostly for the
Chinese and other non-Thai.

The latest report on the Population Census, con-

ducted in Apr il 1960 , indi cate that the labor force (population 11 years of age
and over who were economically active or were looking for work) of Thailand
consisted of half of the population.

Of the total labor force, there were 13. 7

million persons at work and 80, 000 persons looking for work.

1

However , as in almost all underdeveloped countries, a situation of
underemployment exists-particularly in the agricultural area. During planting
and harve sting se asons, the entire labor force in the village is occupied. After
that is completed, they have nothing to do until next season.
Education. The current literacy rate is about 60 percent. Four years
of school attendance was made compulsory in 1932; over 90 percent of the
children of "compulsory school age" are in school.

There are about 21,500

primary schools, 950 secondary, 200 technical, 35 teacher training and 8 special
schools . Five universities have a total enrollment of more than 12, 000 regular
students.

Students comprise about 16 percent of the population, with 3. 5 million

in primary and secondary schools .
Health.

Life expectancy is about 48 years for males, 52 for females.

The infant death rate is about 56 per 1, 000 live births; the maternal death rate
is about 5. 5 per 1, 000 live births.

1
Chinawoot Soonthornisima, A Macroeconomic Model for Economic
Development of Thailand (Bangkok: Thamasart University Press , 1964) , p.
15.
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Noneconomic Background of India

GeographH·al aspects. India is well marked off from the rest of Asia
by moun tains a nd the sea. She is bounded by the Hima layas in the North, and in
former time s th ese vas t ranges, wi th their maj e stic peaks more tha n four miles
high and the vas t hi ll sy ste ms beyond , were an impenetra ble barrier protecting
the Indian subcontinent fro m invasio n.

The country stre tche s southward and ,

at the Tropic o f Canc·er, tapers off into the Indian Ocean between the Bay of Bengal
on the East and the Ara bi a n Sea on the We st. Lying e ntirely in the Northern
Hemisphere, the mainland extends about 2, 000 miles from north to south and
about 1, 850 miles from east to wes t, coveri ng an area of 1, 261,597 square miles .
Meas ured by the extent of its territory, India is the seventh largest country in
the world.
Historica l a.specis. 1 The known history of the subcontinent covers some
4, 500 years .

River.

The fir st ma jor ci vili zation was located in U1e valley of the Indus

The ancien t Gr ee ks called the region India, meaning "the land of the

Indoi ; tha t is, of the people living near the River Indus. It flourished between
2500 B . C. and .15 00 B . C. and was centered about two great cities, Harrappa

and Mohenj o Daro.

The Harrappa culture was highly devel oped . Presumably

the Harrappa peopl e were the forerunners of the Dravidian people s of the southern

lThis section is condensed from India: Some Fact~ (Washington, D. C. :
Information Serv ice of India , 1964) ; Encyclopedia International IX (New York :
Grolier Inc., 196 3). pp . 182-193 ; and R . C. Majunda Encyclopedia Amer icana
XIV (Ne w York: Ameri cana Corporati on , 1964) , pp . 271-272.
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India. During the fourth century , northern India was invaded by Alexander the
Great.

Though tb<'

i m ~s10n

was of short duration , it created cultural ties

between Indian - and Greek divili .z ation.

A few years after Alexander retr<'at,ed ,

King Chandra Gupta Maurya cre ated the first Indian Empire from his base in
Bihar. But it wa s Ashoka (Asoka), Chandra Gupta's grandson, who carried
the Mauryan emp1 re to its greates t territorial extent. Under Ashoka the Kingdom
included Afganistan, Hindus tan , and most of the Deccan penrtinsula. During his
reign the

empi r~

wi tnessed stability and prosperity. Art and literature were at

a high point , and the r e was intellectual and religious toleration.
The e mpire disintegrated shortly after Ashoka's death.

Near the end

of the fourth century A. D. a new empire arose in Bihar and spread its control
over much of the area former ly under the Mauryas.

This was the empire of the

Guptas, whose greatest ruler was Chandra-Gupta II.

But invasion from central

Asia again upset northe rn India and brought a period of anarchy.

The Gupta

empire fell apart, le aving local Kingdoms such as that of Harsha around Delhi
(7th Century) and t.he Palla Kingdom in Bengal (mid 8tb to 12th centuries). In
the 14th centc1ry, India was ruled by the Muslims from the Persian Gulf under
Mohammed bin Tughluq, and lslam was introduced to India. In northern India
the muslim invade rs Sf>ttled down, intermarried, and beeame Indiani zed.
Persian arts , arc lute ctur e , and Language were assimilated by and synthesized
with the Hi ndu cultu re . The n in 1526 Babur led the first Mongol invasion of the
Northern India, and began the creation of the Mogul Empire at Delhi.

The Mogul

empire lasted for 240 e ars . The anarchy following the decay of Mogul power
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set the stage for the pe riod of European domination.

The year 1757 marked t he

beginning of ihe epoch of rapid expansion of British power in the subcontinent.
Since then until 194 7, Indi a wa s under British rule .
Racial origins .

Throughout its l ong history the subcontinent has been

invade d, more or less peacefully, by a wide variety of peoples.

A basic result

has been that India exhibits a greater variety of ethni c grouping and racial stocks.
A majori ty of the peoples of South Asia are of Caucasoid racial stock, though
Indian Caucasians are normally of darker hue than European Caucasian s .
Natural Resources 1

Clima te and topography.

The season in Indi.a are characterized most

importantly by the variations in rainfall. In summer, the winds of the southwes t
monsoon bring high temperatures and abundant moisture to most of India.
distribution is une ven , however.

The

The rains are of real economic importance in

the agricultural land. If the monsoon is favorable , bumper crops may r es ult. If
it is delayed , famine may threaten. Beginning in November, the rains stop , since
the prevailing winds shift to the northeast. In the north, however , from November
to F ebruary the weather is cool and dry.

From March to May is the hot season

in most of India. Dry weather continues, and in regions where the temperatures
during Dece mber may have dropped to 40 degrees, day- time temperatures move
to 110 degrees and higher.

1 This se ction is condensed from Monroe Berkowitz, India: Struggle
Against Time (Chicago: Scott, Freeman, and Company, 1963).
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AgriculturP land. India has a land area. of approximately 1. 2 million
square miles or 'll2 million acres-about two-fifths the size of the United
States. But about onP - third of its l and is too high, too steep, or too rough to
be used for ag-ricu lture . About one-fourth of it has soil too poor to yield enough
to keep a fa 1•mer alivP.

This leaves a to tal crop area of about 350 million aeres,

or less than one acre per person.
The geography of a country is the very foundation on which is built up
its econo mic structure. It has molded and shaped not only India's economie
institutions , but also her social organi zation and the character and outlook of
her people.
Dr. Vera Anstey has summed up the economic influence of climate
in India thus:
Due to the diversity of Inman climate, India possesses a great
variety of animal, vegetable, and mineral products, ranging
from the heavily- coated Kashmir hill s ' eep to the camel of
Rajasthan and elephant and tiger of Bengali ; from the wheat,
fruit and fir trees of the north to the r ice and cocoanuts of the
hot lowlying swamps and coastal regions ; and from the coal
1
and iron fields of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa to the gold of Mysore.
Princ ipal~~·

Rice is the leading crop of lndia. It is the staple food

of most of the people and covers the largest area and produces the largest
quantity. In 1960 - .19 61 the total acreage under rice was 83. 3 million, and total
production was 33.7 million tons.

However , India 's production has been insuf-

ficient for her requirements-imports have had to be obtained. Wheat is the next

1

Kew6l K. Dewitt and J. D. Varma, Indi an Economics (Delhi: Premier
Publishing Company, 1964), p. 1. Quoted directly from Vera Anstey.
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important cr·op. ln '!'161 it covered 31. 7 million acres and produ tion was 18 . 8
million tons.

Mil lF s , mai ze , pluses, and barley are also grown in various

parts of the ountry. Indi a has the largest a rea und r sugar cane in the world.
However , th e a ·P rage yie ld of cane pe r acre is very low and the quality of the
cane produced i s inf<"rior as co mpared with that in other importa nt producing
countries . Cotton is al so a leading crop, but still not enough for internal use .
Oil seeds , peanuts, tobacco, te a , coffee, rubber, and spice s are also grown.
Although India has he ld many world records for the p roduction of crops,
the re are hardly enough for internal use.
Fores ts . ln area, fores ts cover about 2. 7 million square miles ; that is,
about 22 percent of I ndia's to tal geographical area. The major products consi st
of timber, firewood , and fodde r.

Timber is largely used for house building, the

constru ction of railway ca rri ages and bus -bodies , and for making fu r niture and
agri cultural imple ments . However, the annual pe r acre productivity of India n
forests is very lo w: 3 cubic feet, as co mpare d wi th 56 cubic feet in France , 37
cubic feet in Japan, and 18 cubic: fee t in the U. S. A .
Mine ral s_.

1

The full extent of India' s mine ral reserves , like tha t of ma ny

other underdeve loped rullions , has not yet been surve.1•ed.
mine r a l in both va lu <J and

qua nti~:)•

Coal is India ' s leading

of output, con s tib.1t.ing more than two-thirds of

the total value of mineral production in the country. It<; production bas bet>:n r isi.q;
steadily in r ecent years. In 1961 it was nea rly 56 million metr ic tons. India ' $

1Dewett and Var ma, QE_. cit. , p. 11.
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iron ore reserves, estimated at 21,000 million tons, have been assessed at onefourth of the total estimated reserves in the world and her deposits the largest
of any country. 1 Other important minerals are manganese, titanium , mica,
bauxite, gypsum , and chromite.

There are, however , a number of important

minerals in which the country is de fi cient . This deficiency is most seriously
felt in the case of petroleum, sulfur , and the non-ferrous metals-copper, lead,
zinc, and tin.
Sources of power.

The princ ipal sources of power available in India

are coal, oil, and waterpower.

Lately, hydroelectricity has been rapidly coming

into greater use , so that very soon it may become the most important source.

According to the 1961 cens us the country's population is 439,072,893.
As compared with 1951, it was greater by 80 million or 21. 5 percent.

The average

density for the country as a whole is 370 per square mile. Of the total population
in 1951 of 356 million, 104 were se lf-supporting, 38 were earning dependents,
and 214 were non-earning dependents . Thus, more than 70 percent of the
population consists of dependents (both non-earning and earning) . According to
the 1961 census, 69 percent of the total popu lation derived their livelihood from
agriculture, and industries accounted for only 11 percent, commerce for 4
percent, transport, e tc. , for 1. 6 percent, and other services and miscellaneous

1

Ibid . ' p. 3.
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occupations for 1.0 percent. 1
The

ay~.ge

expecta tion of life.

The average expeciat:ion of life in

India i s perhaps the lowest among that of all the civili zed country in the world.
For 1951 it has been estimated at 32 years for both men and women.

The

expeeiati on of life according to the 1961 census is estimated m01: e than 45.
Education . In 1960-1961 there were 472,362 recognized ins tituti ons,
and 47.81 million students on the ro lls and 1.50 million teache rs .

Thi s means

that s lightly more than l percent of the Indian people now r ece ive an education.

1

!):>.!Q. ' p. 15.

CHAPTER ill

PLANNING FOR DEVELOPMENT IN THAILAND AND INDIA

E conomic Development Plan of Thailand

Thailand' s capacity for e conomic development. Generally speaking,
the Tai e conomy c a n be regarded as a free enterprise economy , and this
has been true for 700 ye ar s.

However, growth without government

promotion was slow. Afte r World War II , the government, r e alizing that
many probl e ms could not be solved by th•' private sect or or by the "free"
market, began to play an in<'re asingly important role in the economy . Part
of this recognition ca me fr om the fact that some of the traditional elements
of growth had lost their force :
Most o f the good ri ce land has been occupied, for
s ome years ave rage yields have remained static , and the
tre nd of r i ce exports has leveled off after a prolonged
pe r iod of in cre ase . The most accessible teak forests have
been cut and the ir regeneration will require decades. Uncontroll e d c utting of timbe r by farmers and illicit forest
ope r a tors thre atens to cause serious erosion and endangering the Nation's futur e water resources. Adverse world
marke t conditions of a more than temporary character
have forced a sharp curtailment of tin production. Meanwhile , the r e is no relaxation of the pressures for continued e conomic expansion ; the population is growing at the
already high rate of ove r 2 % a year, with prospects of a
still highe r rate in future . 1

1
Interna tional Bank for Reconstruction and Development, A Public
Development Program for Thail and (Baltimore: The John Hopkins Press,
1959), p. 3 .
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The se cir umstances were not cause for pessimism with respect to
Thailand's long-run economic prospects.

The country still had a potential

for development in. its natural resources and the e nergy of its people.

But

it was clear that e ffective government was needed to supplement the private

economy.
As Thailand was an agricultural country , the initial effort would
have to be made in agri c ulture .
Agricultural experts have long held that it would be
possible to more than doubl e the food crops produced by the
Asian farme rs if only they could be induced to improve
traditional m ethods of cultivational methods of cultivation,
if they could be supplied with enough fertilizer and if land
subject to drought concli tions of irregular water supplies
could be linked to adequate irrigation. 1
However , it was accepted that Thailand could not achieve economic development by conce ntrating on agriculture a lone.
and increas ing rol e in the nation's economy.
resources was indi cated .

Indus try must play an important
Further development of mineral

Cottage or home industries had a long history, with

Thai s ilk , s il verware, bronzeware , and lacquerware having a wide reputation
at home and abroad .

2

The chief problems fa ci ng Thailand in promoting industrial development were: (1) De fi ciencies in transportation, power, and communi cation;

1 United Nations, E conomic Su rvey of Asia and the Far East 1963
(Bangkok : umted Nations Public ation , 1964), p. 12.
2
chinawoot Soonthornsima, A Macro Economic Model for Economic
Development of Thailand (Bangkok: Thamasart University Press, 1964),
p . 27.
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(2) insuffi ciency of domel'hc capital , and (3) the sho rtage of skill ed technicians
and managerial personnel essential to profit able operation. 1 Clearly , it was
necessary for go ve 1·nment to use its supe rior organizational and financial
resources to sol e th se proble ms.
Economic deve lopme nt is es senti ally a process
of increasi ng the r ate of self- sustaining economi c
growth. This requires the he althy growth of economic
capacity whic h, in turn, necessitates the mobilization
of capital an d o f natural and human resources in conjunction with sound eco nomi c and planning poli cies and
executio . 2
The National Economi c Developme nt Board. The Gove rnment of
Thaila nd established the National Economic Development Board in July 1959
to recommend an integrated , economically sound developme nt plan incorporating specifi c development objectives and targets , based upon appraisal of
available resou r ces and upon car eful studies of devel opment projects and
performance.

The Office of the National Economi c Developme nt Board

was s et up to carry out the necessary tasks under the supervision of the
NEDB Executive Commi ttee, t.he latter comprised of techni cally qualified
persons appointed by the Council of Ministers.
The fir s t econo mi c developme nt plan of Thailand cove r e d a pe riod of
six ye ars , wi th two phase s of three years eac h-from 1961 to 1963 and from

1Ibid. , p. 37.

2 T he Nationa l E conomic Deve lopment Plan , Prime Minister's
Remarks (Bangkok: Office of the National Economic Devel opment Board ,
1964) , p. a.
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1964 to 1966 .

The maJor reason for the division was to be able to apply the

exper ience gained during th e first period in improving the planning for the
second period.
Devel opment obte.cti ves and policy . The primary objective of the
National Plan of Thailand is to raise the standard of living of the people of
Thailand by mobihzmg and utilizing both human and natural resources to
achieve a high rate of economic growth . The achieveme nt of this objective
requires that there shou ld be an increase in the per capita output of goods
and services , and that this increased output should be equitably distributed
s o that , to th e ext"ent" possible , all citi zens and not merely a privileged few
derive benefit from it.
The special characteristic is an emphasis on the wellbeing , both mate rial and the spiritual, of the population.
This indica tes the fact that no attempt is made to achieve the
"practi cal maximum rate of investment"- or to pay a high
price for economic development. 1
The main deve lopme nt policies may be summed up as follows :
1) Supple menting the private sector.

The government intends to

make direct inves tment only in the social overhead areas , such as irrigation ,
power and e nergy , communication and transportation , research, public
utilities, public he alth , and e du c ation.

The keynote of the public develop-

ment program is , there lore , the encourage m ent of th e economic growth
in the priva te sector.

The resources of the government will be mainly

d1rected to proj ects , both in the agricultu.ral and industrial sectors of the

1vichi tvong Pombhejara, "Thailand's Six-Year Plan," Asian Survey
(March , 1965) , 163.
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economy , whi c h haH' 1'his obje<'tive in view. From these projects,
irrigation takes the le ad . Four irrigation projects (Greater Chao Phya ,
Yanhee, Mae Klong , Kampae ngpet) alone will add nearly a million tons
of rice to Thailand ' s output.

1

The developm<:nt of irrigation during the last three years of the Plan
will increase irrigated areas as shown below:

2

Irrigated areas

1966

1963
State irrigation

8, 662 , 000

8,972,000

Private irrigatiOn

1,383,750

1,912,050

_1~829

424,829

10 , 406 , 759

11,308.879

Irrigation reser·voi.rs
Total

Of great importance is the Yanhee multi-purpose project whose dam and
reservoir will protect the Central Plain from floods and eve n out the water
supply. It will provide also 560 , 000 kilowatts of badly needed electric power.
2) Emphasis on agriculture. As 80 percent of the working population
are engaged in agriculture , the Plan places great e mphasis on the improvement
of agriculture activitie s.

The development of agriculture in Thailand can be

divided into the followi ng four categories:

3

1

D. Insor , Thailand: A Political , Social , and Economic Analysis
(New York: Frederick A. Praeger , 1963) , p. 151.

2
The National Economic Deve lopment Plan (Second phase: 19641966) , NEDB , Government of Thailand , January 1964 , p. 64.
3

The National Economic Devel opment Plan , p. 47.
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(a) The de,elopme nt of natural resources , such as land ,
fore sts , wa ter r e sources, and wildlife. Government
activities in this category include irrigation , forestry,
fisheries , and land deve lopment.
{b) Research and experiment in new agric ultural techniques
in orde r to bring about reforms in production methods,
increase productivity, improve the quality of yeilds,
stimulate the production of new and improved crops, and
e xtensive breeding of animals.
(c) Agricultural promotion and the diffusion of information are
two principal means by which government can render e ffective
service to the countr y's agricultural population.

This is done

dire ctly through officials trained in agriculture and indirectly
by means of demonstration of improved methods.
(d) The promotion of the farmer's income and welfare through
producer cooperatives and other farmer organizations, lowinterest agricultural credit , and land ownership.

Other govern-

me nt development program and services, such as the construction
of highways and fee der roads and of industries based on agricultural
products , as well as expanded social services, will also bring
be ne fits to the farmers.
In the field of agriculture , more e mphas is is put on the development of
animal husbandry , fishing, and forestry.

Since there is no real need to increase

the number of livestock , e mphasis is placed on the improvement of li vestock
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quality and e radication of animal diseases.

Production of fresh-water fish

is not expected to inc r e ase significantly. More emphasis is put on marine
fishing, which has always been an important occupation in Thailand.

Further

work will be done for the promotion of deep-sea fishing, and new fishing
techniques will be introduce d with conservation in mind.

1

The future for

timber is not ver y promising owing to the past overexploitation. While
exports of teak have declined , this may be offset to some extent by increases
in output and export of other varieties of timber.

2

3) Encouraging private investme nt in manufacturing industry.

The

government has put emphasis only on research, survey, and promotion in
manufacturing.

Both domestic and foreign private investments are

encouraged and pr omoted by various means.

The industrial and mining

production targe ts originally set forth in the plan have, in general, been
surpassed due to promotion schemes and growing domestic demand.

The

growth of industry in the private sector will be further stimulated by a
variety of aids and incentives , including an ample supply of inexpensive
power, loans on favorable terms, the establishment of industrial estates,
tariff protection whe n justified tax relief, and a minimum of restrictions
and controls.

The performance for the key industrial products is presented

in Table II.

1Ibid. , p . 70.
2Ibid . , p. 54.

TABLE II
INDUSTRIA L AND MININ G OUTPUT AND TARGETS, 1959-1963
Produc ti on

Item

Unit

1961

1962

Pl an
target
1963

6,878

8,842

10 ,816

7 , 500

14, 000

1959

1960

5,060

---·-- -

1963

Gu nny bags

(000 units )

Sugar

(000 M. T. )

80

120

155

151

87

125

Paper

(000 M. T . )

2,600

2 , 741

3,627

5,86 0

6,400

4,000

Cigarettes

(000 units)

8, 439

8 , 875

9,789

10 ,500

12 , 000

12 , 000

Cement

(0 00 M. T .)

482

543

800

967

723

967

Cotton textiles

(million sq. yds . )

n.a .

87

109

140

Tin -in - concentrates

(M.T.)

9, 840

16 , 757

18,386

20 , 323

14 , 000

2l., 606

Gypsum

(M.T.)

8, 000

13,000

12 , 000

21,000

15 , 000

23,889

Lignite

(000 M . T . )

141

107

108

135

42 0

137

n. a.

n.a.

n. a .. = Not available
Source: National Econo mic Developme nt Plan (Second PhasE-: 1964-1966), NEBDB , Government of Thaila n.d,
,January 1964 , p . 22.
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4} Development of human resources.

Manpower training and planning

form an integral part of econo mic development.
between the economic and education plans.

They also serve as links

Parallel to the six-year

Economic Plan for Thailand, the Minister of Education , Mom Luang Pin
Malakun , has proposed a six-year education program, with emphasis on
primary and vocational education.

1

So far as e ducational development is

concerned, manpower requirements during the period 1966-1980 will call
for a greater output turn of secondary schoo l graduates. While no serious
strain on the unive rsity level of education is indicated, there will be a
major reorientation of uni versity curricula in order to meet Thailand's
need for scientifi c , engineering, and professional tale nt.
5) Maintaining mone tary stability.
the government will be avoided.

2

Excessive spending on the part of

The aim is to maintain the value of the baht

and to keep price increases to a minimum. 3 Maintainance of financial
stability is a cardinal point of Thailand's economic policy. Outlays on
development must be closely rel ated to the financial resources available
to the governme nt so as to avoid inflationary effects. It is considered that
such a policy will not only be most conductive to steady and sustained
economic development , but is a fundamental requisite for the welfare of

1

Insor , 2.1'.· cit. , p. 153 .

2

3

The National Economic Development Plan, p. 138.
Pombhejara, 2.1'.· cit., p. 16 5.
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the country. 1 The strong position o f the baht is confirmed by the fact that
on October 20 , 1963 , tbe Thai governme nt succes sfully established a par
value at the JMF at the rate of Bht. 20.84 perU . S. dollar.
6) Promoti on of free competiti on.

The government promotes

commercial competition in the private sector wi thin proper limits. It is
expec ted tha t free compe llti on will have be ne fi c ial results on prices . At
the same time , the government controls and regulates the commercial
system to e ns ure s uch free competition , and to preve nt the establishment
of monopoli e s or other business combinations which exploit produ cers or
consume r s . Another important e lement of commercial policy i s to e ncourage
Thai nationals to panicipate mor e actively in trade and general commerce.
The s tate al so pr omotes marke t analysi s, both domestic: and foreign, and
ass is ts small Thai businessmen by es tablishing incre asing credit facilities.
7) Planning regional developme nt.

Ac cepting the fact that r egional

balanced growth is poli tically , socially, and economically necessary, the
government has paid specia l atte ntion to planning geographi cal dis tribution
in such a way as to dt>ve lop a number of medium si ze towns.

This will

prevent excessive concentration in the Bangkok area and spread the fruits
of economic deve lopment more widely throughout the nation .
8) F inance.

From Table III, it can be seen how mu ch the government

has spent in developing all sectors.

l NE DP , QQ· cit .. , p . 11..
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TABLE 1II
TOTAL PUBUC DE VELOPMENT SPENDING IN F. Y. 1961-1963 COMPARED
WITH PRO.JE CTE D SPENDING IN F . Y. 1964- 1966 (IN MILUON BAHT)
F . Y. 1961- 1963
esti.mated

%

F. Y. 1964-1965
projected

%

Sector

Amount

Agriculture and cooperative

1,647

14.1

2,975

14 . 7

965

8. 3

1,196

5. 9

Power

2, 341

20.0

1,798

8. 8

Transportation and communications

3,167

27.1

7,005

34 .5

Education

685

5. 9

1, 806

8. 9

Health

390

3.3

975

4.8

Community faeilities and social welfare

1, 723

14 . 8

3. 745

18.4

Unallocated

_7g

~

~

..].:.1

Total

11,677

100 . 0 20,300

100.0

Industry and mining

Amount

Source: Economi c Deve lopment Plan (Second Phase , 1964-1966) NEDB ,
Government of T'nailand, January 1964, p. 27.

Appraisal of the Plan.

Economic Planning is of a kind which is alien

to Thai experience . Tt carne out at the s uggestion of the r eport made by the
IBRD Mission in 1958.

In October 1.958 the R evolutionary Party under Field

Marshal Sarit Thanarat assumed governing responsibilities.

The Plan itself

was drafted in a short peri od of time without much preparation and careful
study. It can bE said that the Plan came out as a political inspiration.

The

development obJeetives and targets were based upon department's projects
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and upon apprais al of a vailable r esources.

However , t:he planning done by the

National Economic Developme nt Board is in itself most commendable , in
view of Thailand ' s lac k of e xperience in this field.

But planning for econo mi c

progress is of a different kind a ltoge ther: it does not consist merely of
collec ting statistics , setting some targets , and hope tbat these would be
me t.

Economi c planning must be a unique experience for e ach country .
Paul Sitbi-Amnuai quotes from the book,

Objective. and Methods written by Paul Alpert that:

E conomic Developme nt ,
1

The nature and direc tion of planning of each country are
thus determined by its politi cal orientation. Planning in itself ,
however , is a neutral te chniqu e, which can serve whatever
purpose is deR ired. It is up to the planners to translate into concrete polici e s the general objective formulated by the political
decision - making authori ties, and to make th e latter fully aware
of the implications of the ir decis ions a nd to indi cate possible
alternati ve courses of action.
From an economi c poi nt of vie w, the Plan is not wi tbout deficiencies.
Although the Plan covered bo th publi c and private s ectors. It has always been
criticized t hat so me projects ove r lapped e ach other , and there was lack of
coordination . Some proj e cts of the Plan were set under the influence of top
offi cial s , so it is quite difficult to determine if some projects are worthwhile .
The weak spot of the Plan is that it is aimed to the development of publi c
utility , whic h us uall y is the work of government already . It faile d to e ncourage
the pri vate s e ctor to cooperate and take a n e ffective part in the e conomic
development of the country . This is due to the fact that the Plan came out

1
Rev!_~ .

Paul Sithi - Amnuai , "A Prob le m of Planning, " Far Eastern E conomi c

XLIV(1964) , 302 .
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TABLE IV
PLANNED INCREASES IN AGRICULTURAL OUTPUT, 1961-1966
Index
(1961 ; 100)

Item

Production
.1961 Actual
1966 Target

Crops (tons)
1. Rice
2. Rubber
3. Maize
4. Tapioca
5. Ground nuts
6. Cotton
7. Tobacco leaves
8. Sugar cane
9. Coconut

8,247,000
186,100
598, 000
2,012,500
107,900
38,300
48,400
3,984,000
1,041,000

9,500,000
210,000
750,000
2,200,000
167,000
70,000
55,000
4,000 ,000
1,600,000

115
113
125
109
155
183
114
100
154

72,000
233,000

80,000
300 ,000

111
129

5, 400,000
3,800,000
6,600,000
44 ,000,000

5,670,000
3,990,000
7,000 , 000
50,000,000

105
105
106
114

105,665
319,482
857,781
1,3 17,325

100,000
300,000
1,000,000
1,350,000

95
94
117
102

Fisheries (tons)
1. Fresh water fish
2. Marine fish
Livestock (head)
1. Water buffaloes
2. Cattle
3 . Ducks
4. Chickens
Forest products (Cu. M)a
1. Teak
2 . Yang
3. Other timbers
4. Firewood

Source: Economic Development Plan (Second Phase, 1964-1966) , NEDB ,
Government of Thailand, January 1964, p . 56 .
acu. M ; Cubic Meter

so suddenly ; the private sector was not ready and could not respond
immediately.
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Perhaps the most serious problem relates to th e rapid population growth
(3 per cent per annum).

Whil e there are several hint s that there is an urgent

need to do something about it.

The Thai Government has evidently not ye t

establi shed a population policy. A development plan should be a plan of social
reform : The state must emphas i ze what it wants its c iti zens to have in such
things as education and social security.

Paul Sihi-Amnuai wrote:

Thail a nd's planning has no social objecti,es apart from
a vague objective of rais ing "the standard of living of the
peopl e." This is certainly too vague on obJective: every
indi vidual is attempting to raise his standard of living ,
irrespective of state intervention.
The Plan e mphasi zed the heavy development of agriculture, with
less emphasis on manufacture and industry.

The history of economic develop-

me nt in advanced countries shows that if the economic development is on the
right way , agriculture would gradually decrease its importance and the
output in GNP would decline whil e the value of manufacturing industry
gradually increase and would play important role in the economy.

But

in the Thai eco no my for the past 5- 6 ye ars it has not bee n happening that
way. According to the statistics published in the Report of the Bank of Thailand for Nove mber 1964 (p. 68) agri ulture output declined 39. 5 percent
in 1957 to 36. l in 1962. During the sam period ,

indu~trial

output has

moved up one percent , that is , from 11 to 12 percent.. It can be seen that
people in th

pri va te sector have not participated broadly enough in the Plan

for development of the nonagri cultural sector.
A second question concerns the de velopment patt:Brn. It is acceptab le
as a policy that industriali zation should be gradual and should occur mainly in
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the private sector.

Neverthe less, one cannot he lp feeling that the Plan should

attempt to lay down s o me kind of industrial development pattern which is suited
to and consiRtent with the over-all deve lopment program. Such a pattern would
serve as guid<O lines to both the pri vate sector and the government itself.

Pre-

cisely , it s hould concern the type of manufacturing industries which have
potentialiti es to de ve lop in Thailand in the future.

As Thailand is still an agri -

cuJtural coun try , this means she could pr oduce cheap raw materials to feed
the industrial sector in so me branches , like cotton mills , rubber factories ,
pape r mills , and canning factories .

The government should give more

encouragement to building the s e factories . With the raw materials produced
in the country , this would te nd to raise the output in agriculture , thus making
agricultural output more st:a.ble with less dependence on fore ign markets .
It would also help farmers to spend more time in working.

An industrial

pattern wou ld serve as a guidepost to manpower planning.
lt is rather obvious that the so-called "programming
techniqu es" have not been used very much by Thai Planning
authorities. Most technica l efforts have been concentrated
on " project analys is " whi ch is undoubtedly a very important
aspec t of economi c planning. But to be truly significant,
economi c planni ng r equires both programming and proj ect
analysis . An economi c development i s essentially an overall pl an, not just a combination of various se ctori al programs and project as is still the case with the present Plan
in Thailand. 1

The l ast sugge stion is that Thailand should not depend on rice any more .
Elei ze r B . Ayal 2 has critici zed the IBRD Mission which r ecomm ended that the

1

P o mbhejara, 2.1'.· cit. , p. 166 .

2El eLler B . Aya l , "Thaila nd's Economic De velopment, " Pacific Affairs

xxxrv

(1961 ), J 65 .
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future role of rice is of key importance.

This most baffling part of the Report

affirms the following: (1) Most of the land suitable for rice farming has
been occupied a lready . Marginal lands are being cultivated, and this has
resulted in the lev .ling off , if not a decline, in the average yield.

(2) The

export prices of rice show a long- run declining trend and the prospects for
a rise are poor . (3) Any expansion of the area under rice will require not
only a substantial public investment and a great deal of effort, but also considerable technical and administrative capacity.

(4) The figure on gross

national product and its composition by industrial origin indicate very low
productivity of rice farming.

The rice farmers, comprising over 70 per-

cent of the labor force and using more than 70 percent of the total cultivated
area, contributed during the years covered by the Mission's statistic a yearly
average of only 16 percent of the total Gross National Product and only 40 percent of total agricultural production.
The vision of Thailand as a "rice economy" should be dropped. A
new approach to Thailand's future development should be cons idered.

Economic Development Plan of India

Problems of de vel opment in. Indi a. India's economic problems begin
with the size , incr<lase, and diversity of population; backwardness and poverty;
social customs and attitudes ; the caste system; and the attitude toward animals .
Barbara Ward wrote in India and the West 1 that in India it is not a sector of

1Barbara Ward , India and the West(New York: W. W. Norton and
Company , Inc. , 1961). p. 152.
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socie ty but the whole of fh t> society that is poor.

Only hal f a mill ion pay a ny

incom e t ax at all and , unhk.- t ht> West , the nation is a l ready overpopulated.
In the West popula ion sparkt>d .conomi c growth.
sanitation , steam engines before m odern drugs.

Coal a nd i r o n came before
In Asia , o n the contrary ,

improvements in lvoalth ca me first , and rapid growth in population long
proceede d any broa d mdustrial breakthrough.

This combination of poverty

and pressure o! population co mplicates the processes of India' s democratic
planning at every turn. 1
Economic d .ve lopment in India must be unde rtake n concurrently with
the developme nt of new pol iti cal and socia l ins titutions.

The immediate

historical bac kg rou nd m India is tha t of inde pe nde nce fro m colonial status
g ained by peaceful means.

She started off her economic development with 360

million peopl e, with littl e capi ta l accumulation.

And while they are naturally

anxious to increasP the s tandards of people, any additional population would
add to India' s proble m , whether it is food or commodities.

To provide the

masses of the Indian p ople the opportunity t o le ad a good life, India needs
planned developm nt .
Planning for de>e lopme nt. When i ndepe nde nce came, India had a slender
industrial base.

MilliOns of her rural people suffe r d unde r the weight of a

traditional agranan s tru cture.

The partition ot: the country had uprooted

millions of people and d1 s located ec onomic life . Producti vity in agriculture

1 Meyer Wemberg , "A Comparison of India and China," in Issues in
Social Sci ence (New Je rs ey: Pre ntice- Hall , Inc. , 1959) , p. 196.
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and ina us lry st.ood at a low level. Although India held many r ecords of world
agricultu r al production , she s ti ll cou ld not produce e nough to feed her people.
He r resources for deve lop me nt were the land and its r esources -agricultura l land and p r oducts , mineral resources- and manpower.

However, agri-

c ultural land and products combined with manpower, caused the very problems
which development sought to overcome.

These problems were exce ssive

pressure of popul ation on land , res ulting in very small units of cultivation and
a large mass of landle ss labor ; de fective te nures, especially the problem of
tenants at will ; inadequacy of irrigation facilities and soil -e rosion ; proble ms of
agricultural finance -both long term and short term ; problems of he alth , sanitation
and education of the agri cultural mass .

1

In order to cure these proble ms , there are two types of interre lated
programs :
a) Program s a imed at a direct improve ment and utili zation of
agricultural resources , and through them at an increase in
agricultural production.
b) Programs aimed at bringing the differe nt rural economi c and
social classes into a more equitable relationship with one
another , and a general improvem ent of the institutional framework under whic h agriculture was c arried on. 2

1
P. T. Bauer, Indian Economic P olicy and Development (New York:
Frederick A. P r aeger, 1961) , p. 9.
2G. R. Kamat , Rece nt Trends in Agriculture: India 1963 (London:
Information Service of India , 1963) , p. 121.
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The lattEr programs related generally to land reform s, development of
cooperatives, and development and regul ation of marketing . They were meant
to eliminate and minimJ ze the influe nce of such explo itative ele me nts as the
zamindars and othe r inte rmediaries who had no productive function to perform in
the agrarian economy, and regulation or substitution by other agencies of such
other elements as landlords and money-lenders.
India's other highly promising road out of poverty lay in sharply stepping up the production of industries, large and small.

1

Because of its natural

resources , India has ve r y important advantages and con siderable potential for
industrial growth . Its known reserves of iron, manganese , and bauxite are
exte nsi ve .

The r e is considerable coal, mica, and atomi c material such as

thorium ores . Surveys and exploitations have already shown the possibility
of oil reserves. India's famous rivers have a potential fo r hydroelectri c
power perhaps among the highest in the world.
Should India remain depe ndent upon foreign supplies for food and
capital goods , the whole e conomy might be he ld back to the re latively low leve l
of expansion that exports we r e like ly to achi eve .

The chief reason for concentrating on creation of capital
goods industry is quite simply that India has the best inte rna l
marke t and abundant indus tria l raw materials which would make
such a policy sens ible , even if exports looked more promising .
Heavy industry is the greatest multiplier in any economy. 2

1
Ibid. ' p. 9.
2

ward ,

Q!!_.

cit. , p. 154.
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India's third line of action in its conquest of poverty was closely
re lated to the other two. It was to lift up the level of product.ivity of the nation
as a whole and gear it to the needs of the country.

The main key here was edu-

cation- not only gene ral educatjon but technical education to raise the levels
of skills and techni cal know- how on the farms and the factories.

1

Indian Planning Commission. The central agency for planning in
India is the Planning Commission , s e t up a few weeks after the adoption of the
constitution.

This Commission, headed by the Prime Minister , has seven

members , a staff of technical and economi c experts, and various advisory groups.
Its original job was to draft a plan that would be a blueprint for the next five
years . It analyzed the economy ' s available resources-natural, human , and
capital.
Indian planning can be said to have begun formally in 1952 when the
Plan for 1951 to 1956 was finally published.

The strategy of the planning

process can be summed up as giving India the de e loped infrastructure , the
"big push" in indu stry, and th e modernization of agriculture without which
no economy so far has achieved the momentum of sustained growth.

Within

this broad strategy , the scale and endowment of the Indian economy dictate
a high degree of s e lf- su ffi cie.ncy in both heavy industry and food. 2
First fi ve-year plan. This first plan took over several projects
which had bee n worked out e ar·lier and integrated them into a well-knit scheme

1
2

Kamal , 21!.· cit., p. 10.
Ward , 2.P.· cit. , p. 1.54.
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of economic and social development embracing every part of the country.
The First Five -Year Plan was launched in 1950-1951. It had a two-fold
objective .

1

Firstly, it aimed at correcting the disequilibrium in the
economy caused by the war and partition. Secondly , it proposed to initiate simultaneously a process of all-around
balanced development which would ensure a rising national
income and a steady improvement in living standards.
The plan at first tried to present a coordinated view of the requirements
of the economy and th e resources available.

The topmost priority in the Plan

was given to agriculture and community development projects (including
irrigation and power) . Through its emphasis on agriculture , irrigation and
power , the Plan aimed at creating the base for more rapid economic and industrial
advance in the future.
Th e distribution of outlay in the public sector as between different heads
of development is shown in Table V .
The financing o f the public sector outlay in the two plans is shown in
Table VI .
In the First Plan relatively greater stress was placed on programs
designed to build up the agri cultural potentials of the country.

Consequently,

programs for agri culture and irrigation comprised 31 percent of the Plan outlay.
In the First Plan , which was a modest first effort, India invested only about 7
perce nt of its national income in development.

2

From these financial resources

1
Dewit and Yarma, QQ· cit., p. 416.
2 Planning Commission, Towards a Self-Reliance Economy (Government
of India , 1962) , p. 17.
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TABLE V
DISTRIBUTION OF OUTLAY IN THE PUBUC SECTOR BETWEEN DIFFERENT
HEAD OF DEVELOPMENT
Rs. croresa
Head

First Plan
Expenditure
Percentage

Second Plan
Expenditure
Percentage

Agriculture ancl
community
developm('nt

291

15

530

11

Major and medium
irrigation

310

16

420

9

Power

260

13

445

10

Village and sma ll
industries

43

2

175

4

Industry and mi.neral s

74

4

900

20

523

27

1300

28

Transport ancl
communica ti.ons
Social services and
miscellane ous
Total

459

23

830

18

1960

100

4600

100

acrore signified 10 , 000 , 000 rupees
Source: Third Five Year Plan, Planning Commission, Government of India,
1961, p . 33.

TABLE VI
FINANCING OF THE PUBLIC SECTOR OUTLAY IN THE TWO PLANS

Actual

First J2lan
Percentage

Second J2lan
E stimated
Percentage

Outlay on the plan

1960

100

4600

100

Internal resources

1772

90

3510

76

188

10

1090

24

External assistance

Source: Third Five Year P lan , Planning Commission, Government of India,
1961, p. 33.
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90 per cent came from internal resources , and only 10 percent came from external
assistance .
The First Five Year Plan was instrumenta l in bringing about a marked
improvement in levels of production , both in agriculture and industry. It a lso
initiated a number of structural and institutional changes.

The Plan evoked wide-

spread public inteH•s t and enthusiasm , and there was anew insistent urge for
rapid development all o er the country.
Second F'ive-Year Plan. On April 1 , 1956 , the Scond Five-Year Plan
was launched . It was more ambitious and bolder than the First Plan. It was
formulated with r e ference to the following principal objectives:

1

1) A si zable increase in national income so as to raise
the level of living in the country.
2) Rapid industriali zation with particular emphasis on
the development of basic and heavy industries.
3) A large expansion of employment opportunities.
4) Reduction of inequalities in income and wealth and
a more even dis tribution of economic power.
These obj e cts were, of course, interrelated. A significant increase
in national income and a marked improvement in living standards could not be
secured without a substantial increase in production and inves tment.

To this

end, the building up of economic and social overheads, exploration and development of minera ls , and the promotion of such basic industries as steel, machine ,
coal, and heavy chemicals were vital.

1

De'.<~t and Yar rna ,

2£_.

The Second Plan was conceived as a

cit., p. 418.
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major step towards industrialization, and the relative share of industries and
mineral increased ft·om 4 percent to 20 percent. It not only sought to lay the
foundati.ons of industri a l progress on a wide front , but attempted to rebuild
rural India and endeavored to advance toward socialist pattern of society.

1

This meant that the basic criteria for determining the lines of advance
was not priv ate profit but social gain.

Major decisions regarding production ,

distribution , consumption, and investment- and in fact the entire pattern of socioeconomi c relationship- had to be made by agencies informed by social purpose.
The benefits of economic development must accrue more and more to the
relatively less privileged classes of society.

There should be a progressive

reduction in the concentration of incomes , wealth, and economic power.
India's political institutions reflected a synthesis of the political
heritage of the western democraeies. India's stated aim was to develop the
economy on the basis of private ownership, but with state ownership of enterprises beyond the capacity of private industry or vested with an overriding
public interest.

2

But the bulk of the people li ved so close to the margin of

poverty that the clai ms of social justice, of the right to work, of equal opportunity, and tho se of equitable distribution were equally met.

The great

problem in economic development was capital accumulation. It was difficult
to see who was going to save or to invest in India , since the whole society was

1
rssues in Social Science ,
2

Ibid. , p. 191.

QQ.·

cit., p. 190.
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poor.

The assumption was that the government would have to take major steps

in economic development.
The use of modern technology requires large-scale production and a
unified control and allocation of resources in certain major lines of activity.
In India the central government assumes the leadership but relies heavily upon
the states, the people, and private industry, both in planning and in operations.
All industries were classified into categories according to the part which the
government was to play . In the first category, the further development of
industries was to be the exclusive responsibility of the state. Included were
such industries as arms production, atomic energy, iron and steel, shipbuilding,
railways and telephones. In the second category, the state was expected to
take the initiative in establishing new state-owned enterprises.
prise was expected to supplement these efforts.

Private enter-

This list included road and

sea transport, aluminium, and certain other machine tools, and fertili zers and
certain chemical products.

The third category included all the remaining.

1

In comparing these two plans, the First Plan was very modest, while
the Second Plan was very bold and ambitious.

Strictly speaking, the First Plan

was not a plan, but largely a stringing together of these projects of the central
and state governments which were a lready in execution or had been drawn up in
a piecemeal fashion.

The Second Plan, on the other hand , was a well thought-

out and integrated one with proper priorities fixed.

1Berkowitz,

QI>_.

cit., p. 39.
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The mos t sJgniflcant difference, however, lay in respect of the relative
emphasis be t\veen agn c:ulture and industry. While the First Plan laid far
greater stress on agriculture, the Second Plan was definitely industry-ori e nted.
In the First Pl an , industry was assigned only 4 percent of the total outlay in the
public sec LOr , while in the Second Plan the corresponding proportion was 20
percent.

Further , most of the provis ion for industries in the First Plan was

not for industri alization but for the fuller utilization of excess capacity. The
Second Plan, on the other hand , was primarily calculated to secure rapid
industriali zation , with ma in stress on heavy industry and capital goods industry .
Looking at the F irst Plan itse lf , which concentrated on agriculture , it
should be recognized that agricultural productivity in India always depends on
the monsoon weather and ra in.

Since India invested quite a large percentage on

agriculture, what would happe n if crops failed? Naturally, this would put India
in a worse position , and it would be hard for her to ge t on her feet again.
Luckily , the monsoon favored the plan's obje ctives. In agriculture, generally
speaking , targets were achieved and even surpassed. Agri cultural production
rose by 20 percent in the case of food -grains , 45 percent in that of cotton, and
8 percent in that of oil-seeds.

1

Would more achievement be reached under the

balance of industry and agr.i culture of the First Plan? In other words, only 4
percent invested in industry was like a drop of water in a buc ke t.
In the Second Plan, on the other hand , too great an e mphasis was placed
on heavy industry and too little on education and other esse ntial areas. Agriculture

1 Towards a Self-Reliant Economy,

QP_.

cit., p. 43
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TABLE VII
ACffiEVEMENTS OF FffiST TWO PLANS AND PRINCIPAL TARGETS OF
TmRD PLAN

%

Achievement
1950-51

1955-56

Index number of agricultural
production (1949-50=100)

96

Food grain production
(million tons)

52 . 2

Nitrogenous fertilizers consumed (thousand tons of
nitrogen)

55

105

Cooperative movement
(Advances to farmers )
($million)

48.09

Area irrigated (net total)
(million acres)

51.5

Index number of industrial
production (1950-51=100)

100

117

Target
1960-61 1965-66

176

30

100

26

230

1000

335

104.16

420

1113

165

56 . 2

70

90

29

194

329

70

65.8

139

135

increase
in
1965-66
over
1960-61

79 . 3

Production of:
Steel ingots (million tons)

1.4

1.7

3. 5

Aluminum (thousand tons)

3. 7

7. 3

18 . 5

80

332

Machine tools (value in $
million)

0. 71

1. 64

11.55

63.0

445

Sulfuri c acid (thousand
tons)
Petroleum products
(million tons)

99

164

3.6

363

5.7

9. 2

1500

9.9

163 .

313

70
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TABLE VII
CONTINUED

%

Achievement
1950-51 1955-56 1960 -61

increase
in
1965-66
Target over
1965-66 1960-61

Minera ls :
I ron ore (million tons)

3.2

4.3

10 .7

30

Coal (million tons )

32 . 3

38.4

54.6

97.0

1,310 . 4

1,278.9

2. 3

3.4

5.7

1.14

l. 54

Exports (million tons)
Power
Instailed (capacity)
(million Kw)
Railways
Freight carried
(million tons)

91.5

Road transport: Commercial
vehicles on road (thousand) 116
Shipping tonnage (million grt)
General education: Students
in schools (mill ion)
Technical education: Engineering and Technology-degree
leve l- intake (thousand)
Hospital beds (thousand)
Doctors (practi cing)
(thousand)
Consumption level:
Food (calori es per
capita per day)
Cloth (yard per capita
per annum)

.48

.39

76
32

1,345.5 1,785

210

166

180

.90

12.7

123

245

59

365

74

10.9

21

23.5

31.3

43.5

63 . 9

47

4.1

5.9

13.9

19.1

37

113

125

186

240

29

56

65

70

81

16

1800

1950

2 100

2300

10

9.2

15, 5

15 .5

17.2

Source: Information Service of India, India: Some Facts (Washington, D.
1964) ' p. 57.

11

c. '
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received Jess funds for development in spite of the urgent need for increased
agri c ultura l productivity.
Third Five-Ye ar PlaJ2. The draft outline of the Third-Year Plan was
publishe d in July 1960 and the final draft was approved by the Parliament in
August 1961.
1, 1961.

The Third Plan came into force with retroactive effect on April

The approach of the Third Plan was basically a continuation and

e nlarge me nt of the approach of the Second Plan.

The Third Plan was to carry

forward the tas k undertaken in the first two plans and to provide for an
acceleration of the effort undertaken so far.
plan are:

The broad aims defined in the

1
1) To secure during the next five-year period a rise in
national income of over 5 percent per annum, the
pattern of inve stment being designed also to sustain
this rate of growth during subsequent plan periods .
2) To ac hi eve self-sufficiency in food grains, the increase agricultural production to meet the requirements of the indu s try and e>.'])ort.
3) To expand basic industries like steel, fue l , and power,
and establishing machi ne capacity, so that the requirements
of fu rther industrialization can be m et within a period of
10 years or so mainly from the country's own r e sources.
4) To utili ze to the fullest extent possible the manpower
r esources of the country and to e nsure a substantial
expansion in e mployme nt opportunitie s.
5) To es tabli s h progressively greater equality of
opportunity and to "bring about a reduction of -inequaliti es in income and wealth and a more even
dis tribution of economic power.

1 Third Five -Year Plan, Planning Commission, Government of India ,
1961 , p. 48.
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In short, one of the principal aims of the plan was to secure a marked
advance towards self -sustaining growth.

Basically, self-sustaining growth

implies that sa' ings and investment in the economy rise sufficiently to secure a
high rate of growth of income on a continuing basis.
Self-sustaining growth can only be achieved by balanced development
in both agriculture and industry. Income and employment cannot rise
sufficiently without industrialization.

On the other hand , an industrial revolution

cannot be achieved without a radical improvement in agricultural productivity.
Thus, the obj ective of the Plan was both to raise the capital base and to raise
the output of food and raw materials. In this country with relative abundance of
manpower, expansion of employment opportunities became an important objective.
The Plan aimed at raising the level of income of the economy by about
11 percent by the end of the Second Plan to about 14 percent by the end of the
Third Plan. The rate of domestic savings at present is around 8. 5 percent
of national income.

This is to be raised to about 11. 5 percent by the end of

the Third Plan , the balance representing the inflow of r esources from abroad.
As for national income , the Plan aims at increasing it by more than 5 percent
per annum or 25 percent during the whole period of the Plan.
The s hare of power in the ag·gregate outlay in the Second Plan was 7
percent; in the Third Plan it will go up to 10 percent. In absolute terms, the
outlay on "power s c he mes " in the Third Plan is double the expenditure in the
Second Plan. In the Sec ond Plan , transport and communications claimed as
much as 21 percent of the aggregate public sector outlay. In the Third Plan

1De wit and Yam a , 212.· cit. , p. 432.
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TABLE VITI
DISTRIBUTION OF' OUTLAY IN F'ffiST AND SECOND PLANS

Sector

Se cond 2lan
Percentage
Total

Third plan .
Total
Percentage

Agricultu r al and co mmunity
developme nt

530

11

1,068

14

Major and m ediu m irrigation

420

9

650

9

Power

445

10

1, 012

13

Village and small Indus tr ie s

175

4

264

4

Or ganize d indus try and mine rals 900

20

1,520

20

Transport a nd communi cations 1, 300

28

1,486

20

Social s e r vi ce s and
mi scellaneous

18

1, 300

17

200

3

7, 500

100

830

Inve ntories

T otal

4,600

100

Source: Third Five Ye ar Plan , Planning Commission, Government of India,
1961, p. 33-58 .
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that share is reduced to 17 percent. A very noteworthy feature of the pattern
outlay is in respect to agr iculture, community development, and irrigation.
Their share in the total public outlay rose from 12 percent in the Second Plan
to 14 percent in th e Third Plan. A new item provided for the Third Plan is that
of inventories.

Since in the Third Plan period a number of public sector pro-

jects are like ly to be m produ ction , requisite provision for the increases in
stock of raw materials , stores, etc., in respect of these projects has to be
made .
The share o! soc ial s er v ices has slightly gone down in the Third Plan.
It was 19 pe rcent in the Second Plan , but stood at 16 percent in the Third Plan.

The Third Plan represents an important phase in the development
of the country's economy. In the course of the first two Plans, the field of
organizati on and the administrati ve machinery for agricultural development
have been greatly strengthen d.

The development of the steel industry and of

mining , power and transport provide the nucleus for more advance in
industrialization.

The chief task of the Third Plan is to accelerate the tempo

of development so that, given another Five Year Plan , the country reaches what
economists call take - off stages for a self-sustained economic growth.
Apprai s~

The key purpose of India's planning since 1951 has been to

make up for the hi storical lag through a rapid industr ialization program.

There

are, of course, other objectives and it is true that the First Plan stressed agriculture and was modest in its size and scope.

This was a result of India's

shortage problemR of wa t• , reconstruction, and partition. Yet even in the First
Plan , the outlines of fundam e ntal thinking about planning in India were beginning
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to e merge.

There was, for example, the concept of mixed economy , with the

private and public secto r s shari ng economic activity.

Howeve r , basic proble ms

remained, not ably the une mployment in the cities and the failure to launch a significant attack on industrialization- the key long-run problem. Danile L. Spencer
writes:

1

Utili zing the momentum of the First Plan , the Second Plan
was c har acte ri zed as a bold approach to industri alization. Its
model (es sentially Keynesism) was based on the co ncept of
inj ections of inve stime nt in state-owned industry , particularly
heavy indus try, into the economy . Th e resulting m one tary
de mons was to be met by an expansion of consu mer goods in the
small sector of handicrafts and agriculture . This "bold plan" was
designed to develop basic industries which would make up for
long lay in industrial developme nt . India was to become a selfsustaining industrial economy without the hardships of consumer
sacrifice attendant on industriali zation programs e lsewhere.
What happened is fairly well-known. Even before the commence ment
of the Second P lan , things began to go wrong. A s train on resour ces, both
internal and external, was felt almost immediately.

Wholesale prices began

to rise in the l ast months of the First Plan (ending in March 1956).

The

balance of payments position deteriorated rapidly. Repeate d current account
deficits took away the large s tering balances and other foreign exc hange r e s e rves ac cummulated in World War II . Cle ar ly the plan was "over-ambitious"
in the fr amework of a market-type economy.

Consequently, in May 1958, the

Plan was cut from Rs. 4 , 800 crores (about $9. 6 billion) toRs. 4, 500 cror es
of publi c outlay . Moreover, the rise in prices had meant a decline in r eal

1

n ani el L. Spencer, "India' s Planning and Foreign Aid , " Pacific
Affairs, XXXlV (1961), 28 .
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a chieve men t es timate at about 15 percent. Inco me (national and per capita,
at 1948-49 prices) declined in 1957-1958.

1

The prineipal difficulties have been: (1) lack of foreign exchange
resource s ; (2) di!fi culty of securing loans ; (3) difficulty of deve loping internal
financial resourees ; (4) bad monsoons and other inflati onary rise in prices ; (5)
difficulty of obtai ning know-how ; and (6) scarcity of essential materials .

2

At the heart of the breakdown was the food s ituation. The clear infere nce is that India's Planning success is still dependent on the monsoon. The
failur e of food grain production to rise sufficiently , or even to maintain previous
grains is a cent ral factor making for inflationary conditions , which have violated
much of the Second Plan. The other major obstacle is the foreign e xchange
crisis , arising fir s t from the increased ne ed to impor t food (attendant on the
continuous increase in demand for food) , and the increased defense outlays
caused by fe ar of India's neighbors.

Thus, in aggregate, the rise in pri ces

and the fore ign exc hange cris is are manifestations of the failure of savings to
ris e to match investme nt. It can be seen that these problems are interrelated.
If one problem arises , it s timulates the other to a r ise al so.

Now it mu s t be recognized that the Thi rd Plan, which will be complete
in 1966, is a continuation of the Second Plan structure a nd strategy. As in the
Se cond Plan , the outline of the Third Plan stress the physical targe ts of expanded

1 The information came from Planning Commission documents : Appraisal
and P rospec ts of the_ Second Five - Year P lan , May 19 58 ; Reappraisal of the Second
Five-Year Plan: A Resume , September 1958 (New Delhi : Government of India
Planning Commission , 1958) .
2Dewit and Yarma, QP· cit., p. 424 .
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large -scale industry. Agriculture, community development, and irrigation are
to receive a somewhat larger relative allocation of public outlay than the
Second Plan. Above all , the Third Plan represents an investment effort about
60 percent greater than in the Second Plan.
It has been fairly known, since 1963-1965, that the output in food grain

has remained static , and the threat both of China and Pakistan had compelled India
to triple her defense expenditure in 1965 over 1961. In 1960- 1961 Indian defense
expenditure was Rs. 2, 82 0 million, while in 1964-1965 it is increased toRs. 8, 539
million.

1

One can predict quite easily that under the Third Plan: The industrial

program will probably advance slowly, targets being somewhat behind schedule.
A more and more co mpl ex industrial economy will rise, which in turn will
require still more support in maintenance , replacement, and raw material
inputs.

Scarcity of fore ign exchange for critical items , in spite of larger aid,

will create bottlenecks in industrial programs as the economy grows more
complex. Above all , food shortages will continue to plague the economy, and
dissatisfied urban consumers will still exist on a starving diet.

The person's

lot , in spite of commodity developme nt sche mes, is not likely to be improved
without a more serious land reform than has yet been put into effect.
new proble ms will arise.

Moreover ,

For example, oil needs will be much greater and may

become a criti cal bottlene ck before the end of the Third Plan.

1K.Krishma Moor thy , "Re armament Plants ," Far Eastern Economi c
Review XLIV (1964) , 370.

CHAPTER IV

COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC GROWTH IN THAILAND AND INDIA

Thailand

Under the leadership of Field Marshal Sarit Thanarat, the Thai Government regarded the promotion of the economic and social welfare of the people
as a keystone policy. Although Sarit made himself a fortune in the process, and
a scandal broke out after his death, his government was instrumental in providing
a high degree of economic prosperity and social advancement.

With the help of

economic assistance from the United States and other friendly nations (Great
Britain, Australia, and New Zealand) , as well as from various international
agencies, Thailand made rapid strides in building new roads, erecting hydroelectric and irrigation facilities, diversifying its agriculture and increasing the
yie ld of its rice crop, and building new schools and health centers.

These

advances were made without serious inflationary pressures or economic disallocations . David A. Wilson wrote:

1

The Sarit regime presided over and was not without
influence in the rapid development of the economy of the
country. Moreover, some hard decisions were made, such
as the allocation of substantial resources for the development of the neglected provinces of the Northeast. Economic

1
David A. Wilson, "Thailand-Scandal and Progress," Asian Survey,
V (February, 1965) , 111.
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development was solid during the period of his regime and continues to be. Growth of output has risen from the rate of 5 per
ce nt in the fifties to 6. 5 per cent. Rate of savings is 15.2 per
c ent compared with 10. 2 per cent in the early fifties. Part of
the credit for these advances must be given to the stable
political condiiions and the beginnings of planning which were
Sarit' s policies.
Growth of the GNP . Since the launching of the Six- Year Development
Plan, covering the period from 1961 to 1966, Thailand has made fairly rapid
progress in its economic development. Up to 1962 , the GNP had risen at a
rate somewhat faste r than envisaged in the Plan. According to the report made
by the National Economic Development Board in 1964, the average growth in
output during this period is estimated at around 6 percent annually, and compares
with the national growth targets proposed in the original Plan of 5 percent per
year. In 1962 the GNP market price was estimated at 61.44 billion baht.
figure r epresented an increase of 7. 5 percent over that recorded in 1961.

This
The

per capita gross national product at market prices was 2,194 baht, which showed
a rise of 4. 5 percent over the 1961 level.
The non·-agriculiural sectors continue to expand at a faster rate than
the agricultural sector, the share of which decline to 36 percent of the GNP,
compared with 38 percent in the previous year. Wholesale and retail trade
accounted for 17. 7 percent, manufacturing 11. 9 percent, services 11. 6 percent,
transport and communications 9 percent, and the construction sector 6. 7 percent
of the GNP. 1

1 The Colombo Plan: For Co-operative Economic Development in South
and South-East Asia (Bangkok: Government House Printing Office, 1964) , p. 235.
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Capital formation was high , estimated at about 18 perce nt of the GNP.
Government expenditure on industrial development projects was substantially
higher than originally planned-from 451 million baht to 821 million baht. However, there were some expected delays in executing certain programs in the
transport , communications, and social service sectors.
The rate of growth of the Gross Domestic Product was 6. 6 percent. In
1962, pri vate consumpti on expenditures absorbed 70 percent of the gross domestic
product, whereas government consumption expenditure constituted only 11. 7
percent in the monetary terms-3. 1 billion baht and 7. 2 billion baht , respectively.!
Agriculture.

Agricultural development on the whole made satisfactory

progress during 1961-1963 even though some governmental projects were slowed
by technical problems, diffi cultie s in preparing foreign applications, and other
obstacles.

2

Production in the agricultural sector increased by 6. 1 percent.

The

production of rice went up by 11 percent, rubber 5 . 3 percent, maize 8. 7 percent, and cassava 30.4 percent. 3 The policy of crop diversification adapted
by the government was bearing fruit.

The estimated value of inc reased agri-

culture production was 5. 150 billion baht. During the year 1961 more acreage
of high- yielding r ubber was planted. In 1961 some 340, 850 metric tons of

1Ibig.
2 The National Economic Development Plan, .<:?Q· cit:., p. 19.
3 The Colombo Plan, _2Q. cit., p. 236.
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TABLE IX
ECONOMIC INDICA TORS OF THAILAND
Monthly average
1960
Currency in ci r.

a

Gold and for. ex. r e s.

c

1961

1962

1963

1964

696

747

763

812

321

387

470

526

565

a

325

379

386

427

489

Commer cial bk. times deps. a

93

125

249

375

490

Cheques cle areda

397

476

538

590

979

Exports F . 0 . B . a

72

83

80

81

115

Imports C. I. F . a

80

85

95

102

134

Terms of tradeb

105

102

108

109

110

92

100

106

9

94

94

101

105

105

104

Commercial bk. dem. de ps .

Whole. price i ndexb
Cost of living inde x

b

a Ten million bahts (0 , 000, 000)
b1958 = 100
cU. S. $ million
Source: Bank of Thailand Monthly ReQort (Bangkok, 1965).
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TABLE X
PRODUCTION OF PRINCIPAL CROPS AND FOREST PRODUCTS
Production (metr ic ton)
1961

1962

8,176,626

9,279,478

10,168,380

186,000

195,363

188,293

1, 04 1, 986

1,128,618

1,147,001

598 , 276

665,429

857,743

953,500

3,983,544

3,154,646

4,739,944

6,615,000

Soybeans

24,139

30,02 3

33,013

39,800

Jute

11,642

6,690

6,910

337,284

134,048

211,696

48,447

47,945

46,609

Teak

105,665

123,324

143,977

143,199

Yang

319,462

377 .959

462, 039

536 ,723

Other wood

857,781

856,812

1,077 ,056

1 , 136, 586

Rice
Rubber
Coconuts
Maize
Sugar cane

Kenaf
Tobacco

1963

1964
9,339,548
n.a.
n. a.

n . a.
28 7 ,5 00
n.a.

Source: National Stati.stic Office , Bulletin of Statistic, XIII (1965) , 21-25.
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vegetable s (on 6 , 4.12 , 504 rais 1) and about 210 , 000 tons of pulses and fruits
(on 36,448 , 725 r ai s) we r e produce d. Improved vari e ties of rice seed were
distributed over 294 , 200 rais at the request of some 48,000 stock seed farmers. 2
The r e vi sed national policy was rapidly maintained that at least half of
the total are a of the Kingdom was to be set aside permanently as forest . In
forestry, about 139, 617 r ais of teak and other trees had been replanted in 1961
and other 1 , 544 , 437 r a is of teak and 593,064 rais of other forests have been
improved. 3 Teak occupied fifth position.

Most of the teak exported, went to

such European markets as Denmark, West Germany, the United Kingdom , and
the Netherlands . Among Asian markets e xports were made to Hong Kong and
Singapore .
In 1964, also in the agriculture sector, production of most of the major
commoditi es was inc r e ased . Mai ze output was 10. 7 percent more than in 1963
while output of ke nof inc r e ased by 13. 61 percent in the same period.

One

commodity that did e xceptionally well during the year was sugar cane , output
of whi ch incre a sed in 1964. by ne arly 42 perce nt o er the .1963 figure.
of soy bea ns also inc r e ased by about 20 percent.

The output

Due to heavy floods over some

of the major rice growing r egions of the country, howeve r, paddy production

1one ac r e is equiv al e nt to 2. 5 rais.
2 The Far Easte rn Economic Review , 1963 Yearbook (Hong Kong: Far
Eastern Economic Re vi e w Limited , 1962) , p. 236.

TABLE XI
AGRICULTURE PRODUCTION AND TARGETS , 1959-1 963

Production

Plan
targe t
1963

Ite m

U nit

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

Paddy

(000 M . T . )

6 ,770

7,834

8, 247

9 ,254

9 ,5 00

--8,100
--

Mai ze

(000 M. T.)

317

544

598

665

675

634

Cassava

(000 M. T .)

1,083

1 , 222

1, 726

2 , 077

2 , 200

1,250

Rubber

(000 M. T .)

174

171

186

195

198

185

Teak

(000 cu . m eters)

163

154

106

123

100

130

Other woods

(000 cu. meters )

1, 050

1,112

1, 177

1,220

1 , 286

1 , 270

Marine and fre sh
water fish

(000 M . T .)

206

209

306

312

335

310

Source: Economic Development Pl a n (Second Phase, 1964-1966) NEDB , Gove rnment of Thailand , J anuary 1964 ,
p. 20 .

"'
00
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declined during 1964, by about 5. 2 percent below the 1963 figure. 1
The most important items of export continued to be rice, rubber, kenaf,
jute, maize, and tin.

However, rice declined, with corresponding gains by

rubber, maize, kenaf, and tapioca.

The output of paddy in 1962 was 9. 5

million tons, and apparently there was the similar increase in the yield per rai,
which rose from 219 kilograms in 1961 to 246 kilograms in 1962 according to
the preliminary result of the 1963 Agriculture Census.

The output of rubber,

in spite of a decli ne in world prices, increased to 195,400 tons in 1962.
value of Thai exports increased by only 6. 7 percent.

The

The trade deficit, as a

result, decreased by 58 . 5 percent. In 1963, imports exceeded exports by 24. 4
percent, whereas 1964 exports were only 9. 5 percent less than imports. 2
In terms of value, maize exports in 1964 were 64. 4 percent more than
those of 1963, while kenaf and jute exports rose by nearly 39 percent more than
in 1963. Although the volume of tin produced in 1964 was only about 1. 4
percent more than that of 1963, the export earnings increased by 34.5 percent,
reflecting the rising price of this commodity in the world market. Export
earnings of rice in 1964 were 28.6 percent higher than in 1963, and increases
were also registered in such commodities as teak and other woods (24. 7 percent),
rubber (8. 2 percent) , and tapioca product (3. 2 percent).

The only major

1Gopinat.h Pillai, "On the Upswing," Far Eastern Economi c Review
XLVIII (1965) , 7.
2 s. Krishniah, "Spotlight on Economics," Bangkok World 1964 Annual
Review (Bangkok: Bangkok World Publishing, 1964) , 23.
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commodity that showed a decrease (8 percent) in export earnings as compared
to 1963 was castor seed. 1
Thailand ' s strongest trading partners continue to be Malaysia, Japan,
Hong Kong, the United States, United Kingdom, and West Germany, with
Indonesia one of the notable additions to the list.

The latter came into the picture

only after 1961 when she began to have government-to-government contracts for
rice.

Thailand's largest export markets were Malaysia, Japan, and Hong Kong.

Japan purchased raw materials for her industries. Hong Kong imported from
Thailand both raw materials and foodstuffs.

Malaysia's most important import

item from Thailand was foodstuffs. 2 The United States, which had been the
leading importer of Thai goods up to 1965, now ranked fourth, although import
values had increased.
Industry.

The passing of the Industrial Promotion Act in February 1962

was a s ignificant milestone in the economic history of Thailand.
interesting features in this Act.

There were two

The first was that it was now possible to apply

for promotional privileges even though a proposed enterprise was not listed
among promotable industries.

The second noteworthy feature of the Act was

that income and business tax exemption was now extended from two to five
years.

To increase domestic saving, the interest rate of the government bonds

was increased, and interest rates from c<>mmercial bank's deposits-both time

1 Pailai, Q£· cit., p. 8.
2 The Colombo Plan, 2£· cit. , p. 236 .
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and demand-were exempted from taxation.

1

To increase capital for industrial

development, the Industrial Finance Corporation of Thailand was created in
1959 to finance the establishment, expansion , and modernization of private
industrial e nterprise and encourage the participation of private capital, both
internal and external. 2
As for the problem of too few skilled workers and managerial personnel,
vocational schools and technical institutes are now being enlarged. In addition,
through the promotion of foreign investment, foreign investors will bring in more
skilled personnel, who will in turn train the Thai personnel.
Some 135 firms were granted promotion certificates under this Act,
and it was expected that many foreign industrialists would seize the opportunities
offered by it.

The output of the 78 factories established under the terms of the

Industrial Promotion Act 1960 was expected to save the country a million baht
worth of foreign exchange in 1961 and 1962. There were at the e nd of 1962 a
total of 16,117 industrial factories of all categories in Thailand, of which about
8, 052 were in the Bangkok-Thonburi metropolitan area. 3
The industrial and mining production targets originally set forth in the
Plan have, in general, been surpassed due to promotion schemes and growing

1

The Prime Minister's Speech Introducing the 2505 (1962) Budget to
the Contituent Assembly (Bangkok: Prime Minister's Office, 1961) , 13.
2 The Industrial Finance Corporation of Thailand: A Guide to Its
Proper Use (Bangkok: Industrial Finance Corporation of Thailand, 1960) , 1.
3 The Far Eastern Economic Review, 1963 Yearbook. op. cit., p.
237.
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domestic demand.

The performance for key industrial production is presented

in T able IX in Chapter III.

During 1964, incre ase d economic activity was seen

in the industrial sec tor, where some 2, 094 industries were es tablished, involving
a capital investment of about 785 million baht.

Though the number of industries

established in 1963 was even higher, the capital investment was only about 200
million baht. In 1964 the government issued promotional certificates to 63
industries, whose total working capital is over 2, 000 million baht. In 1963,
66 indu stries with a combined working capital of 1, 700 million baht received
promotional certifi cates.

The registered capital of 1964 industries (509

million baht), however, was less than that of 1963 (527 million baht).

The

foreign share of r e gistered capital increased from 36.2 percent in 1963 to 47. 8
percent in 1964 . 1
Mine rals . In general, the production of mine rals in 1962 was significantly
above 1959-1960 level s, with output of tin and concentrates approaching 15, 000
tons, or 10. 5 percent higher than in 1961.
and gypsum 21,000 tons.

Lignite production was 195,000 tons ,

The output of lignite was almost 40 percent highe r

than in 1959 , bu t was not expected to reach the plan target of 420,000 tons in
1963, since the use of lignite as fue l is not as extensive as was originally assumed.
Electricity and power .
factory.

The growth of electri cal e ne rgy has been satis-

With installed capacity at 334,000 Kw in 1963 the Plan target of 370,000

was almost achieved.

The building of the Yan- Hee Multipurpose Dam (Bhumibol

1Pillai , 2P.· cit. , p. 8.
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Dam) was completed on schedule in 1964. At present two turbines out of e ight
have already been installed. Each plant will produce 70,000 killowatts of
e lectricity, which will be supplied to 36 provinces out of 71 provinces in Thailand.
The remaining six will be installed when an increase in demand for light and
power warrant their commission.

The reservoir behind the dam contains 12, 200

million cubic meters of water, extending more than 300 square kilometers.

The

project will make possible the irrigation of 182, 000 rais of land. 1
Communications and transport. Newly constructed and reconstructed
national highways of about 500 km. were built during this period , but in general,
highway construction and improvement fell behind schedule betwee n 1961-1963.
This was due to de lays caused by lack of supplies, equipment, and personnel,
and to slow progress in the acquisition of land. In 1962 a new eight-year highway
program was launched to replace the original program.

The construction and

improvement of feeder roads also failed to make satisfactory progress because
of the heavy concentration on maintenance and repairs of the existing roads and
because a definite program had not been worked out. 2 This was due to the lack
of a comprehensive study and survey toward the improvement and construction
of new and better feeder roads for the country.

The program for improvement

of post offices and telegraph offices in Bangkok and Thonburi as well as in the
provinces did not proceed as scheduled.

The telecommunications program has

1The National Economic Development Plan, _QQ. cit., p. 55.
2
Ibid. ' p. 23.
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also been slightly sl owed down large ly due to difficulties in the feasibility s urvey
and delays in loan negotiation. 1
E ducation. Although t he Deve lopme nt Plan set forth no specific targets
in the field of education, the budget allocations for financing parts of the National
Education Plan (560 million baht) were utilized special for education improveme nt
and research programs . In general , the education program made satisfactory
progress, espe cially in higher educa tion. 2

TABLE XII
PRODUCTION OF PRINCIPAL MINERALS, 1960-1965 (METRIC TONS)
Period
1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

16, 757

18,386

20,323

21,617

21,6 35

407

475

394

190

397

Lead ore

4,6 00

5,2 02

5,55 0

5 ,030

8, 125

Iron ore

11,475

55,793

45,30 8

15,741

190, 955

Gypsum

13 , 000

12 , 040

21,000

23,889

41,902

Fluorite

3,460

4,755

10, 710

29,230

63,539

107 , 783

108,396

135,225

137' 075

103,634

Production
Tin-in-concentration
Wolfram in concentration

Lignite

Source : Department of Mineral Resource , June 1965, p. 27.

1Ibid.
2Ibid.
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Appraisal

Owing to a sharp decline in the rate of mortality, population growth is
increasing at the rate of 3 percent per year . Jt is possible that the population of
Thailand will reach 50 million within the next two decades.

In relation to the

economic goals, agricultural productivity is still low and the industrial sector
is not self-supporting.
not sufficient.
itself.

The transportation and communication systems are still

The primary problem, however, is in the structure of the economy

Overwhelming dependence on a few exports, rice, rubber, tin, and teak-

whose demand and prices are determined by world market conditions has made the
Thai economy subject to wide flu ctuations.

Progress in the future requires basic

changes in the economic structure. Agriculture will have to be more diversified,
and a certain degree of industrialization will have to be attained.

India

India's initial First Five Year Plan was completely successful and
even exceede d many of its targets.
culties.

Her Second Five-Ye ar Plan ran into diffi -

The Second Plan , which put greater stress on industrialization,

naturally required heavier expenditures of foreign exchange. It ran into
uneXPected balance of payment difficulties fr·om the very start and had to be
reappraised in 1958. Stringent restrictions had to be imposed on less essential
imports.

Foreign exchange reserves had to be drawn down by Rs. 600 crores
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in the Se cond Plan period. 1 On balance, she has nevertheless shown how a
democrati c union of priv ate and public effort can produce a marked rise in
living standards . An outstanding achievement during this period has been the
laying down of firm foundations for a dynamic development which has resu lted
in an all-around growth.

The economy has become more self-reliant and the

ground has been well prepared for a more vigorous activity in the years to
come. 2
Hard lessons learned in the decade of effort will help guide India's
future.

Among other things, she has learned that her own efforts can be thwarted

by forces beyond her control.

For instance, the Suez crisis of 1956-1957 dis-

rupted the pattern of international trade , with consequent injuries to India.

For

another thing, there was the major fact of the 1957-1959 gl obal recession. As
this recession was fe lt in many countries in addition to the United States , the
market for the raw mate rials India had to sell was curtailed.

3

India, therefore,

did not earn the foreign exchange she had hoped to get and which she meant to
use in buying foreign-made machines for the industrialization at home. Meanwhile, a failure in the monsoon rains led to crop failure.

Furthermore, dis-

turbances on her external borders forced India to increase her defense program
and to increase her purchases of arms from abroad .

1Third Five-Ye ar Plan, 2£· cit., p. 34 .
2
"Indian Economy : A Brief Resume , " Indian News (Washington, D. C.:
The Information Service of India., January 19, 1963) , p. 6.
3Brea.kthrough (Friends of India Committee, Kaiser Industries Corporation,
1961) , p. 19.
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Compared wi U1 th e nation ' s potential, India's economic progre ss during
18 years of independ e nce is modest enough . Before independence, India bad

three steel mills.

Today there are six, producing 4 . 3 million metric tons of

finished stee l in 19 64. , compared with 39. 7 million metric tons for Japan. Where
there was one oil refine ry before 1947, there are now five . 1
Let us take the developments in India during recent years and see what
inferences can be drawn fr om them.
Inves tme nt.

Th country bas been able to effect a marked increase in

the rate of investment, e specially in directions calculated to accelerate its
economi.c d velopment at a gre ater pace . T otal inves tment, public and private,
in the e conomy increas d from over $1,050 million per annum at the beginning
of the First P lan to $1 , 785 million at its end and attained an annual level of
$3, 360 mill.ion at the end of the Second Plan. In other words , the total investment

during the decade 1951-1961. exceeded $21, 231 million, of which the publi c sector
accounted for $10 , 914 million and the private sector $10,290 million.

2

This

appe ars from the fac t that fi ve-s ixths of all the money invested in India in the
past decade came from the re sources of the Indian people themselves . The
remaining one-sixth came in different forms from sources outside the country-private inve stments, loans and grants by friendly governments, and assistance
from international bodie s like the World Bank.

3

1"India Without Nehru," Time , LXXXVI (August 13, 1965), 26 .
2India News, Q.P_. £)_1., p. 6.

3Breaktbrough , Q.P_. cit . , p. 20.
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National inc ome . During the first ten years of economic planning , the
national income of the country r ose by 42 percent. During the First Plan period ,
owing large ly to the prog r e s s recorded by agricultural production, national
income increas ed by 18. 5 pe rce nt as against targets of 12 percent. During the
Second Plan period , on the other hand, the increase was 20 percent as against
a target of 25 percent. 1 Howeve r, national income itself had increased only at
the rate of 2. 1 percent as against a target of over 5 percent per annum. 2 An
improvement in the rate of growth of the national income of India is revealed by
the latest e stimates prepar ed by the Central Statistical Organization.

The

increase in 196 2- 1963 ove r 1961- 1.962 was only l. 9 pe rcent , but in 1963-1964
there was a rise of 4 . 5 perce nt ove r 1962 - 1963.

The rise was the net result

of an increase of l. 9 percent under agriculture and 6. 5 percent under the rest
of the sectors ta ken together. Jn the first three years of the Third Five-Year
Plan, U1e r e has been a r ise of 9. 3 percent in the ne t national output and of 2. 3
percent in the pe r capita output at constant prices.

The national income of

India at constant prices (1948- 1949) was Rs. 139,000 million in 1963-1964, as
compared to Rs. 127, 300 million in 1960- 1961, the last year of the Second FiveYear Plan. 3

- - - ---- - -·- - - 1India News , QQ. cit. , p. 6.

2 The Colombo Plan , QJ?.. cit., p. 64.
3"Nationalln come E s timates , " Indian and Foreign Revie~ , II (1965),
8.
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TABLE XIII
OUTLAY AND INVESTMENT: 1951-1952--1970-1971

Public sector

Private
sector
Investment

Total
Investm ent

Period

Outlay

Investment

1. First five -yea r plan
(19 51- 56)

l, ~ GO

1,560

1,800

3,360

2. Second fi •e-year plan
(l956-6l)

4,600

3,731

3,100

6,831

8,2oob

6,300a

4,100a

10,400c

3.

4.

Third five-year plan
(1961-66)
Fourth five - year plan
(1966-71)

15,620

12,995

6,980

19,975

5.

Total (l95l- 71)

30,380

24,586

15,980

40.566

6.

Percentage share of public
and private sector to total
investment

60.6

39.4

100.0

aAs given in the Third Plan document
bAs given in the "memorandum on the Fourth five-year plan."
cTotal investment at the e nd of the Third Plan, according to the memorandum
on the fourth fi ve-year plan , is expected to reach an aggregate of Rs. 11 , 700
crores at current prices.
Sources : Eastern Economist Annual Number, 1965 (New Delhi, 1964) , p. 1341.
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TABLE XIV
PERCENTAGE INCREASE IN REAL NATIONAL INCOME
First plan
1951/52- 1955/56
(Actual)

Second plan
1956/57-1960/61
(Actual)

Third plan
1961/62 - 1965 / 66
(A ctual)

18.5

19.5

30 .0

Per atmum

3. 5

3.6

5.4

P er capita income

7.2

7.8

17.0

Per annum

1.4

1.5

3.2

National income

Source: Th ird Five-Year Plan, Government of India" Planning Commission
1961, p. 35 , 55.

Agriculture.

Food grains contribute about a third of Indian national

income and represent the dominant items of expenditure for a major portion
of the population. 1 Although the percentage of increasing in food grains in 1960
was 44 percent over the production of 1950-1951, the target for 1956-1966 was
set for 100 million tons.

There is no chance of achieving this.

The crises that

confront India are grave indeed . First on the list is the perennial problem of
providing enough food for a population that is growing at the rate of 3 percent
a year.

The cause of the last year's food crisis was simple enough.

For three

1John W. Mellow and Uma J . Lele, "Alternative Estimates of the
Trend in Indian Food Grai ns Production," Economic and Cultural Change
XIII (1964) , 39.

BOA

straight years, lndian grain production remained static at 80 million tons.

1

Thi s was due to the bad monsoon . India had to double its norma l import of grain
from abroad , expending va lu able foreign exc hange in the process.

The U. S.

grain supply lo India reached 6, 650,000 tons. 2 Production of sugar declined
by about 20 percent in 1962 - 1963, and there was also a decline in tea output. 3
Over-all, agricultural production which had declined by 2. 5 percent
in 195 9- 1960 rose spectacular ly by 8. 1 percent in 1960-1961, but in 196 1-1962
the increase was only 1. 6 p ercent. 4 While in 1962-1963 the production had
declined by 4. 2 percent of that in 1961-1962 , the 1964 production moved up 3. 3
percent still below the production in 1961-1962.
This problem led Prime Ministe r Shastri to order the cutback in the
industrial sche me la id out by Nehru, and cranked up a crash program of agricultural aid.

Though industrial projects a lready under way (fi ve billion worth

of them) will be a llowed to reach completion , a heavier effort for the next few
years will go into quick -yielding s mall projects for farmers-wells, ir r igation,
and roads. 5
The year !964- 1965 holds out the promise of a s ub stantial improvement
in agricultural production, accordi ng to the Annual Report of the Departme nt of

1
2

Time , Q.!?.· cit. , p. 26A.
Ibi d .

3The Colombo P lan, 212.· .£!!. , p. 65 .
4 Far Eastern Economic Review, QQ. cit., p . 18.
5

Time, 2£· cit. , p . 26A .
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Agriculture , Ministry of Food and Agriculture for that year. On present indi cations, rice production is expected to be about 2 million tons higher than the
previous years r ecord level of 36. 5 million tons.

Prospects of cotton and jute

appear to be fairly satisfactory while groundnut production is expected to surpass
the record level reache d in 1963-1964.

The report states that during 1963-1964 an

area of 83 million acres was covered under food grain seeds and the anticipated
coverage during 1964-1965 is 102 million acres.

The area expected to be benefited

through minor irrigation works during 1964- 1965 is e stimated at 3. 3 million acres,
·taking the overall figure to 9. 7 million acres during the current plan.

To a large

extent, this is attributable to the favorable weather conditions at the time of
sowing.

Weather conditions also he lped the improvement in yield, which has

gone up by 3. 7 pe1:cent as against 1. 3 percent in 1963 . 1
Industry.

The increase in investment during the two plans enabled

industrial production to exceed the targets in many branches of the industry,
such as power-driven pumps , diesel e ngines, e lectric motors , e lectric fans , and
sugar.

Production targets in the most other industri es , excepting a few items

of industrial machinery, like cement and cer tain che micals, were fulfilled.
The index of industrial production with base 1956 was 136 at the Second Plan.
In 1964 it was inc r eased to 171. 9.
An impressive ac hieveme nt during this period was the setting up of
the three steel plants of a million tons ingot capacity each in the public sector

1Eastern Economist Annual Number 1965, Qll.· cit., p. 1367 .

TABLE XV
FOODGRAIN PRODUCTION IN INDIA: 1955-66-1963-64 ('000 METRIC TONS)

Commodity

1955 -56

1960-61

1961-62

1962-63
Partially
revised
estimates

Rice

27,557

34,195

34,807

31,914

36,489

Wheat

8 . 760

10,992

12,039

10,829

9, 70 8

Jowar

6,725

9,363

7, 741

9,621

9 ,227

Bajra

3,428

3,228

3,554

3,892

3,736

Maize

2,602

4, 015

4,269

4,578

4,527

Ragi

p,846

1,681

1,873

1,891

1,852

Barley

2, 815

2,866

3,152

2,423

1,985

Small millets

2,070

1, 975

1,970

1,860

2,031

5~, 803

6~,31 8

4 06

G ., 00 8

69,555

Total

(j ~ ,

1963- 64
Final
estimate s

Source: Eastern Economist Annual Number 1965 (New Delhi; 1964) , p. 1351.
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at Bhilai , Rour ke la , and Dangapur , and the completion of the moderni zation
and expansion programs of the two p rivate s ector steel factories . Thi-s increased
the capacity by another 1. 5 million tons of ingot steel.
output is of the order of $420 million per annum.

1

The value of increased

The steel indus try is set

for further expansion, the target for the Third Plan be ing 10. 2 million ingot
tons.

2
Another important influe nce during the decade has been the rapid growth

of many machine-building industries. India is now producing progesssively
increa sing quanti1:i es of machine tools, and machinery for use in agriculture ,
che rrticals and pharmaceuticals , textiles, jute , ceme nt, tea, sugar, flour, oil
mills , paper, and mining . The total production of machinery and capital equipme nt , which hardly amounted to $10.5 million at the beginning of the last decade ,
increased to nearly $420 million at the end of this period. The target for the Third
Plan is fixe d at the high leve l of $1, 050 to $1,260 million per annum. 3
There has been a progressive increase in ne t inves tment since the
announceme nt of the First Plan in 1951. In the early years, it was be low 4
p ercent of the national income.

Toward the end of the Plan, it increased to

about 6 percent. It gradually improved to about 11 percent towar ds the end of
the Second Plan period, and it is proposed to step up investme nt to 14 percent

1India News , QE_. cit., p. 7.
2 Third Five-Year Plan, QE_. cit. , p. 64 .
3Ibid .

TABLE XVI
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION TRENDS OF SOME PRODUCTS 1960-1964
Industry
Coal (million tons)

1960
52 . 6

1961
56.1

1962

1963

Jan. -Aug.
1964

61. 5

66.9

42.8
9.6

10.7

12. 3

13.2

14. 8

2.2

2. 9

3.8

4.3

2.8

Aluminum ('000 tons)

18.4

18. 4

35.4

53.9

37 . 0

Machine tools (Rs. million)

66.9

85 . 2

118.2

179.9

139 . 1

57. 8

52.2

44.0

Iron ore (million tons)
Finished steel

Automobiles (000 nos)
Bicycles (000 nos)
Motor cycles (100 nos)
Cotton yarn (million kgs.)
Jute textiles (1000 tons)
Sugar (million tons)

52.1
1, 050
4.0

54.3
1 , 049
8.7

1, 116
8.8

1 , 187
9.0

788

862

859

892

1,085

970

1, 181

1 , 236

2. 6

28

2.3

2.3

825
5.4
626
721.1
1.7

Tea (million kgs.)

316

348

343

343

97

Coffee (1000 tons)

52

67

48

58

53

Source: Eastern Economist Annual Number 1965 (New Delhi: 1964) , p.1364 .
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by the end of the Third Plan.

The rate of savings is to be raised from about

8 percent of the national income to about 11 percent by 1965-1966.
Education , health, and social services.

1

There has been all-around

development in education, special emphas is being placed on development
facilities for technical education in order to promote industrial development.
Scientific and technological research have received priority and a large number
of new research institutions have been established .

2

From 1951 to 1961, 85

percent more children were in schools, a total of 44 million. Some 15 percent
more children were in primary schools alone.

There were 159 percent more

young men and women in the colleges for a total of 1, 052,000 , with a fourfold
increase in students taking engineering , technological, and professional training.
In 1965 the scho ol-going children as percentage of children in the respective
age groups is as follows: age group 6-11, 77.8: age group 11-14, 31. 6. 3 A
nationwide malaria control program has cut the incidence of malaria from 75
million to 10 million cases a year.

Some 120 million people vaccinated in a

national tuberculosis control program.

There was a start on India's first

rural health service, with 2, 800 health centers .

1
2

There are 14,000 more

Towards a Self-Reliant Economy, 2E· cit., p. 17.
.

Indra News, QE_. cit., p. 7.

3Eastern Economist Annual Number 1965, QE_. cit., p. 1428.
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doctors and 12 , 000 more nurses . 1
Irrigation. At the commencement of the First P lan, the irrigated
area from all sources was 51.5 million acres, of which 22 million acres were
irrigated from large and medium proj ects . The overall ultimate irrigation
potentialities from major and medium irrigation projects are expected to be
about 100 million acres (gross) , and from mino r irrigation including small
r eservoirs, tube wells, open wells, etc . , about 75 million (gross) . The total
irrigated area from all sources s tood at 56 million acres in 1955-1956, incre asing
to 70 million acres at the end of the Second Plan Period.

The target for the

Third Plan is 90 million acres . 2 Since 1956-1965 the schemes taken during the
first three p lans have an aggregated potential capacity of about 44 million acres,
bringing the total to 100 million acres.
Atomic energy.

3

The Atomic Energy Commi ssion is responsible for

p lanning and implementing the program for the development of atomic energy
for peaceful purposes.

The program aims at the e ncouragement of the uses of

atomic e nergy in agriculture , biology, industry, and medicine, mainly through
the production and appli a ti on of radioisotopes ; and at the development of atomic
energy as a source of electri e power. Among the sche mes included in the Third
Five-Year Plan are: (1) the setti ng up of a Radiation Me dicine Center where
medical workers will be trained in the handling of radioisotopes in research,

1

Towards a Self-R eli ant Economy , .Q.E_. cit., p. 16-17.

2India: Some Facts, .Q.E_. cit., p . 68.
31ndian and Foreign Review, II (1965) , 10.
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diagnosis, and the r apy ; (2) expansion of fundamental and applied research in
diverse aspects of cancer and several other diseases with the help of radioisotopes in close collaboration with Indian Cancer Research Center and the Tata
Me morial hospital. 1
The e conomy of India is changing.

What is happening is essentially a

major r e volution , and her 450 million people are engaged in a fascinating
adventure.

The policy embodies in the government's Five-Year Plans is to

evolve a highly diversified industrial structure in which there is balanced
development of heavy industries , organized consumer goods, industries, and
small scale and cottage industries. India is now nearly completed through the
Third Plan which will come to an end in March 1966.
To summarize the economic growth between Thailand and India, the
following Table includes comparative economic statistics between these two
countries.

The comparison is s harpened by the inclusion of Japan, the most

highly developed country in Asia .

1
India: Some Fac ts,

2.12_.

cit. , p. 72.

TABLE XVII
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF GROSS NA TIONA L PRODUCT , 1953 - 54 AND 1960- 61
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34 . 2

34.2

1.1

46 . 6

15.5

15. 5

15 . 5

15 . 5

37 .9

37 . 9

India

Thailand
1953-54

41.9

1. 8

43.7

11. 7

3. 8

0.2

15.7

5. 3

35.3

1960-61

39.4

1. 5

41.0

11.2

5. 6

0. 3

17.1

7. 7

34.2

1953 - 54

22.0

2. 8

24.8

24.0

4. 7

-

28. 7

8. 7

37 . 7

1960-6 1

14. 9

1.6

16 . 6

30.2

6.1

-

36.3

9. 9

37.1

Japan

Source: United Nations, Economic Survey of Asia and the Far East 1963 (Bangkok: United Nations
Publi cation, 1964) , p . 36.
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TABLE XVIII
COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC STATISTIC: THAILAND, INDIA, AND JAPAN

I.

II.

India

Thailand

Japan

72

100

140

54

61

GNP in U. S. dollars per capita

Socia l Welfare
A. E ducation
1. School enrollme nt:
Proportion of children
12
5 -14 in primary schools
B. P ercentage of total population
i n secondary a nd higher education
1. 88
2 . Literacy: Percentage of adults
15-20
li terature
c. He alth
1. Infant mortality: Infant death
100
per 1000 live births
2. Physicians and dentists : Per
100, 000 population
15
D. Cos t of l iving: Index fo r
capital city (1958 ; 100)

III. External Relations: Direction of
In ternati onal Trade
A . l.
Percentage of total exports
to following regions
a) E cafe non-stering countries
b) Ecafe stering countries
c) United Kingdom
d) West ern Europe
e ) North American
Significance of International Trade
B. 1. Total annual imports and exports
in U. S. dollars pe:r capita
2 . Total imports and exports as
perce ntage of GNP
Trade dependency on raw materials:
Raw materials as percentage of
total export

1.6

5.6

50-55

97 - 98

56

40

19

135

106

117

9.6
7.8
24 . 6
11.4
21.5

29 . 3
36.4
8. 7
11. 1
8. 8

13. 6
12. 7
2. 7
10.1
30.6

.7

3. 4

15. 0

1

3

2

60

98

14

90

TABLE XVIll
CON TINUED

India
Agriculture
A. A.gri eult1ue productivity
1. Yiel d in metTictons per
hectares
a) rice
b) sugar cane
c ) ground nuts (in the shell)
d) cotton
2. 1962 Index of total' agricufiural
produ ction (1952-54 = 100)
B . Significance of agriculture
1) Peree ntage of the net cosmetic
product originating in a.griculture, fores try and fishing
2) Cultivated land as percentage
of total land area
3) Agriculture population: Percent
of acti e population in agric ultural occupation
c. Agri cu ltural r esource endowment
1) Agricultural land: hectare s
per capita
D. Commercial fertilizer consumption:
kilogram per hectare of cultivated
land

1.6
44. 4
.8
..1

Thailand

1.4
34.3
1.1

Japan

4.7
34.9

. ~2

117

146

48.2

38.0

30.2

48.14

15.61

13. 65

71

85

39

.39

. 38

. 06

1.1

0. 8

7. 4

4.3

82.0

17.4

17.5

37.1

56.3
29.4

60.6
25.7

58.5
21.7

13

16

13

12.0

30 . 4

25.7

v.

Industriali zation
A. Consumption of steel : Metric
tons per 1000 population
B. Percentage of NDP originating in
manufactur ing and construction
VI. Economic Development Efforts:
A. Private s. public participation
1. Percentage of gross fixed capital
formation by :
a) Prh·a.te enterprises
b) Government and public corps .
2. Central government expenditures
as percent'age of GNP
B. Capital for mation
l. Net fixe d capil.al formation as
pe rc·entage of NI
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TABLE XVID
CON TINUED
India

Thailand

Japan

2.

Composition of gross domestic
capital formation
a) Dwellings, buildings, and
oth r construction
As a percentage of gross domestic
capital formation
b) Machinery and equipme nt ,
including transportation,
equipment, as a percentage
of gross domestic capital
formati.on
3. Investment, including net loans, as
a percentage of total government
expenditure
c ) Capital imports:
1) Capital goods and materials
c lti efly for capital goods as
a percentage of total
imports
d) Defense expenditures as a
percentage of total governm ent expenditure
VII. Tax revenue sources
A . Tax on income and wealt h as a
pure pe rcentage of total tax
revenues
B . Total customs duties as a
percentage of total tax
revenues
c. Sales taxes, li censes and
registration fees as a percentage
of total tax revenues

61.3

41.3

30.0

45 . 0

52.8

21.9

25.9

35.2

46.8

42.3

15.1

17.2

7. 2

29 . 0

10.3

60.1

23 .4

41.6

5.3

34.9

30.9

Source: Adapted from Laure nce D. Stifel and Arthur A. Wichmann , Reports
on Burmese Economics , (Rangoon, U . S. Agency for International
Development), 1964 , p . 47 -50.

CHAPTER V

PROBLEMS OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN THAILAND AND INDIA

Thailand

The Thai are proud that their kingdom, from the time of the Japanese
occupation durmg World War II, has never known foreign domination . While
political, social, religious conflicts swirl and boil in the sea of trouble that
churns in Southeast Asia, Thailand is an island of comparative peace and
prosperity. Although she, too, has her difficulties, they have been negligible
compared to those of her neighbors.

1

In order to maintain this happy position, Thailand has moved ahead with
great care . The Bangkok Bank. editorialized in its Monthly Review for July 1963
that the country tended to benefit both politically and economically by showing
caution regarding members hip in r egional groupings in order to avoid any
mistakes "that may be the result of rash actions." Realizing, however, that
it would be unwise to shun all regional organizations, it went on to say, "Thailand
is committed to the task. of improving the standard of living of her people," and

"to achieve this she has to strive for a higher degree of industrialization and
for greater productivity in the agri cultural sector.

1

Moreover, she has to

Hugh H. Smythe , "Report From Thailand," Eastern World, XVII
(1963) , 15.
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improve her export trade, which is one of the factors which di ctates the tempo
of economi c development. " 1
Although the economy is growing, some basic economic problems
exist.

These include the rapid rate of population growth, the dmger of une mploy -

me nt , low agricultural and industrial productivity, high cost of capital , and the
growing need for conserving natural resource s.
Population.

The rate of population growth has been steadily increas ing .

The annual rate of increase, given in Table XIX shows that Thailand has the
highest rate in the region.

TABLE XIX
POPULATION: ANNUAL RATE OF INCREASE , 19 50-1960
Country

Rate %

Country

Rate%

Japan

1. 2

Napa!

1.6

Hong Kong

2. 8

Indonesia

2. 0

India

1.9

Phillippines

3.1

P akistan

2. 1

Thailand

3.2

Ceylon

2. 6

Burma

1.1

3.2

Turkey

2.9

Iran

2.2

Fedmtioo of
Singapore

M~•J

Source : International Labor Review, "Reports and Inquiries , The Population
and Labor Force of Asia 1950-80 , " LXXXVI (October 1964), p. 20

1
Bangkok Bank Monthly Review, Bankgkok: Bangkok Bank Limited
(July 1963) , 35.
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Declining mortality has been the chief cause of the rate of increase in
all of these countries except Japan . In all these cou ntries efforts are being
directed to better medit"al services, improved sanitation, and to the provision
of more wholesome food , especially for the young.

Thus, even more accelerated

rates of growth may be expected. 1 If the current rate of 3 percent per rumum
continues in Thailand, the present population of 28 million will reach a figure of
about 50 million by 1982. The bulk of this population, approximately 46 percent,
will be below 15 years of age.

So far , the Thai Government has not planned

decisively to reduce the rate of population increase, although she has joined the
International Planned Parenthood Federation. 2
The rapid increase in population will aggravate other basic problems,
making it a more exacting task to raise the standard of living and the leve l of
national income in the years ahead . The higher rate of population growth , the
higher the income that must be generated to maintain existing levels of living.
It will be difficult in a country like Thailand which already has a low per capita

income to increase saving and investment. If the population is allowed to
increase as in the past decade, this will make further development more difficult.
So far Thailand still does not have much of a population problem. And
it is still not hard to solve.

"There are several social and economic reasons

why Asian countries have no social security system and children are the only

1silva Fernrulda, "Family Planning in Asia , II Eastern World,
(1963) , 13.
2Ibid.

xvm
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source of economic secur ity for people in the old age . " 1 This is quite true
in Thaila nd . As a rule , a Thai supports hi s parents no matter how me ager
his own income is.
\\0 uld

Thus to discourage parents from having many childre n it

be necessary for Thailand to guarantee an old age support for needy people

without children. The burden of s upporting the poor and childless old people will
not be very heavy on the state, because there are not many of them.

Toge the r

with the improvement of education, this would have a definite psychological
effect on the people .
Production.

The production of goods and services in Thailand is

generally characterized by a low yie ld of almo s t all major c rops-particularly
r ice, ru bber, s ugar cane, and ke na f.

The culti vation of rice has provided the

main staple food, the major s ingle source of fo reign exc hange, and the main
source of employment.

Land in rice cultivation has increased steadily to

supply both domestic and foreign demand.

Uncultivate d land , mostly forest,

has been cleared and converted into rice fields. But technqiues of cultivation
have not improved with the expans ion of area.

The relatively low farm

indebte dness in Thail and i s partly due to this lack of improvem ent and new farm
investme nt.

2

The lands whi c h ha \•e been brought under cultivation during the

last few de cades were increasing by marginal , permitting only a low yield pe r

1Narsingh Deo, ' 'Nowhere as Acute as Asia,'' The As ian Student , XTII
(196 5), S6.
2Eli ezer B. Aya.l , "Some Crucial Issu es in Tha iland's Economic De velopment, " Pacific Affairs, XXXIV (1961) , 1.57.
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acre . Whatever in c r a s e in ri ce output is fe asible in the future will requi re
substantial inws tme nts.

Mo rt>ove r , different products will have to be developed

wi th the WJde spaa d r a mi[ications involve d in such a change.

Sin ce Thailand, as

with many oth er countTie s , wis hes to join the rank of the deve loped countr ies,
the c hange must b dra.slic. 1
The other prob le m i s that Thailand 's economy i s critica lly dependent
on a fe w basJC produ cts-r1 ce, lin, and teak.

Over 3 milli on tons of rice are

exporte d in 1963 (out of a total c rop of over 10 million tons) but the market is
becoming more compe titi e . Burma, Cambodia, and South Vietnam a e also
rice exporter s . Of th e importing countries , Japan is now almos t sufficient in
ice, and Mala s i a a nd Pakis tan are working towards this goal. Indonesia,
howev e r, wi th its severe internal problems, and India and Ceylon, are still
l arge impo r te rs .

None of these traditional markets can be taken for granted.

Even if the Thai surplus can be raised beyond the needs of an expanding population the r e is no gua ranteed outle t for the future . In regard to other products,
tin fac e s a stri ct quota imposed by the International Tin Commission , and rubber
faces increasi ng competition from t he synthetic product.
lnstitutional and e nt-re preneu rial obstacles . Many manufacturing
indust ies are bei ng protected in the face of a complex of problems and difficulties .

The economic literature usually states tha t low income does not permit

e noug h savings to be dive rted to the investments required to raise that income .
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In Thailand, howP ver, this aspect of underdevelopme nt is less important than
the abse nce of aptitudes, a n:itudE'S, and insti tutions required by the mode rn
economy. It is not so much lhe lack of savings that obstructs development,
as the absence of progres sive e ntrepreneurs to invest in than and institutions
for ehauneling ~ueh sav ings lo pulenlial investors. 1 In 1954 the National
Economic Development Corporation Limited (NEDCOL) was founded with great
fanfare and substantial gove rnment. support. NEDCOL e njoyed special government treatment ranging from relief from custom tariffs on imported equipment
and unprecedented government guarantees on big fore ign loans, to high administered prices and assured markets.

However, no research was made as to the

availability of raw materials, prospective competition, and similar pertinent
information.

Lack of experience and skills at all levels and misuse of funds by

the top people caused the corporation, by the end of 1957, to go bankrupt.

The

contribution of private fore ign capital to the economic development of Thailand
has been modest, and most of that investment went into trade, not manufacturing. 2
The other problem is that, as said in the Plan, Thailand is a "mixed
economy, " attempting to develop by the joint efforts of both the state and of the
private sectors. Both th e stale and the private sectors are, therefore, called
upon to coordinate their activities to achieve economic progress. But it is
apparent that the necessary e nvironment for "mixed economy" devel opment is

1
Ibid. ' p. 15 8.
2
Ibid. ' p. 159 .
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not preseni.
private

Tha iland ' " f'COnomic situation aJlows both state enterprises and

ent<>r·pri~ es

lo opPr-tte RJmu lliliJP0usly in many fwlds. At

pre~Pnt ,

state

industn es m thM frt-ld ot ,, .. ~·,1ng in gunny hag mak.i.ng , in Rugar refining , and in
paper manqfac turiog are !wing maintained by the st-ate in spitf> of the fa<'t that
there ar-e simJ!ar pr1v a tt-• fa c-tori<''l.

' ' The s tate , at the last count , owned 108

e nterprises and 1t has m rnor ity holdings in 19 otht-.r' business coneer ns. BetwPen
1961 and 1963, 3, 897 million ha.hl wete di spensed out of government's funds in

maintaining 45 of these state en terprises. " 1 In otht:r words, the state had to
support certa.in enterpr-ise s deemed
of private enterpre neurs .

to

have been h -)Ond the scope and abilities

To some extent, the state is justiCr e d in making this

assumption, but it is somt>t.imes guilty of underesl.imati.ng the potentialities of
the private sector.
The state is j us tifi ed

i[

she can opera te the se e n!.t>rprises most efff't'live ly .

State enter·prises should not have the backing of government if they are econo mi cally
unsound and fail to break-even year after year-. If the enterprise needs official
support, then it 1s not only a drain on public funds but it also hampers the de elopment of the private sector. A second fa ctor hampering pri vate development is
that of several privately-owned enterprises are treated as state organizations ,
receiving offi c ial patronage . This resuJts in unfair compl-ltition for similar
firms in the truly private Redot .

1 Paul Sithj -Amnuai , "A Probl em of Planning, " ~_!:_ Eastern EconoJ:!liC
Review, XUV (1964). OJ..
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To solve the problem, the government should change some economic

policy to see that the existmg factors that hinder pnvate sector development
are eradicated.

The other is to liquidate the state-owned e nterprises that are

operating at a loss.
A~ ~tat ed

in an earlier chapter, almut. 80 percent of the Thai are farmers,

so that the development of an entrepreneurial class has been rather slow in
coming. Lack of tradition , experie nce, and proper attitudes have been major
causes for this slownes s . To this there should be added the still embryonic
stage of development of financial institutions. Without adequate facilities it is
difficult to channel savings into investments even when there are e ntrepre neurs
wi lling to invest.
General Krit Punakan, then Minister of Industry, circulated to deputies
in July 1958 a list. of "Obstacles to Industrial promotion." These obstacles,
which are worth giving in some de tail, are:
(1) A benevolent nature which has made it unnecessary
to work too hard for food and c lothes , a nd hot weather which
makes it diffi cult for enduring work.
(2) A sparse population, which results in lack of competition and lack of an adequate number of consumers to make
establishment of certain industries worthwhi.le.
(3) A lack of technicians .
(4) Lack of the "spirit of indu strialism," industry
needs the spirit of e ndurance to overcome obstacle s , take
risks of los s, and wait for slow profit. Without it, people
take up t.he civi.l service, and where they have capital , lend
money for interes t and rent land and houses , in which the
returns are quicker.
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(5) Inadequate budge tary allocation for Ministry of

Indu s try.
16) Lack of public s uppo rt for dome s tic manufac turers ;
"Faults hale been found by peopl e who fail to reali ze that
industri es in Thail and are lilte infants le arning to walk and
need ass istance and e ncourage menl."
(7) F r eque nt l'hanges of Gove rnment , resulting in lack

of stahl

poli cy .

(8) La< k of understandi ng a nd cooperation between
industr i~li s ts and go ernme nt offices , whi ch r esults in unresolved
argumen s as to whethe r imports should bR prohibited to promote
cer tain domesti c industri es o r be a llowed to continue to fl ow into
the count ry, caus ing failur , of l ocal fact ories .
(9) Obstacl s conc-erned wi th foreign inve stme nt. Thailand
has the following disadvantages in this matter: (a) The population
is too sparqe to provide su ffi cient customers for certain indus! r.ies . (b) Loss o f investment i s feared , parti c ular ly if the war
b r ak 0 11t. (c) There i s fear of uncertai nty of governme nt policy.
For example, the Ministry of Indu stry may have invite d foreign
investm<>nt in a ce rtain indu stry r equiring la rge capital. P rotectio n s hould be gh·e n this industry, whose failur e s hould not be
brought. a bout by the gove rnme nt setting up a s imilar fac tory in
co mpe titi on.
(10) Lac k of adequate <'heap power , which makes it necessary
for indu stnes to s pe nd 25 pe r cent of thei r capital to provide their
own power. (This has bee n orr ected since the Yan-Hel3 Hydroe lectri C' proj!'.ct was c-om pleted in 1964. )1
Finally, transport servi ces are not sufficient with r es pect to convenience
and unit cost.

Tram:portation will e xpand marke t.s, facil i!ate the fl ow of goods ,

and change the strU( rures of communiti es fr om self-· sufficient to commercial
communi ties.

At tbe end of 1962 some kilometers of national highways were

1
n. In s e> r , Tha.il and : A PQ)_l_tic~},._ So c!!il and Economi c Analys i s
(New York: Fred ri<'k A. Praeger , 1961) , 157 . Quoted directly fro m Kr it
Punakan.
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ope ne d , in additio n to munic·ipal and provi ncial roads. Als o in 1962, Thailand
possess e d about 3,5 19 kdomd~rs of ra.1lroads.
of kilomei PrB o( uotl: rail!oads a nd

high ~Nays

1

Up to the present the number

ha s not increased mu ch due to the

difficulties of gt'tting loans fro m o utside.
Une mpl oyme nt:. Alth ough une mploy me nt has not ye t bec om e a serious
problem in Tha iland , " he re the va s t maj ority o f the populati on li ve in the rural
areas, und r !' mpl oyment due to seasonal a nd other factors do exis t.

The

pr esent raho of populati on to w ltiva ted land is not yet too high to prevent
reasonabl e economi c re tu rns in agriculture . Du ring planting and harves ting
seasons , the

nhre labor for ce in the village is occupie d.

with this kind of e mployme nt , pomts out that:

Higgins, in connection

2

The optimism conce.rning deve lopment by absorption of
di sg uised unemployme nt from agriculture was unfounded. It
is not possible to transfer large numbers of workers permane ntly
and full ti me from peasant agriculture to industry without a drop
in agricu ltura l output. Reorganization of agriculture and a shift
to relatively eC\tensive and mechanized technique s could release
large numbe r s of workers fr om agriculture , to be sure, but,
that requires a certain a mou nt of in ves tment in the agri cultura l
itself.
Howeve r , if th e present rate of popul ation growth remains unc hecked,
unemployment can become a morf' serious probl e m , because traditional ways of
providing e mployment will not be adequate.

The economy will have to be

1E conomk Report of Thailand for 1963 (Bangkok: Office of th e
National E conomic Devel opment Board, 1964), 61- 66 .
2Benj amin Higg ins , _!j:conomi c Deve lopme nt: Principles , Probl~_!!ls and
Policies (New York : W. W. Norton and Company , Inc . , 1959) , 353-354.
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diversift ed , so t hat the hugP. labor force on the farms ean be distributed
among oth r oecupa ltOnR.
Change s in the balance bet'"een population and natural resources .

The

growth of population has brought about a change in the balance betwP.en population
and natural resourc·.es.

Thi s has been ace<; ntuated by the pace at which natural

resource s have been expl oitPd.
forest and mineral

r e .~ou r c~; s

As reported by the IBRD Mission , valuabl e

ha ,•e been used and the old balance can never be

restored by censer·; !.ion of fr es h dis coveries.
that forest resour·

PS

A rec>ent for est survey disclosed

a re le ss than pre.; iously estimated.

Unit cost of lumbe r

production is going up and the volume of teak re ady to cut is going down .

The

best tin deposits are n<lady exha us ted , and th e stage has not yet been reac he d
when other newly - dis covered mint,r al deposits,

<~part

from non- metallic

minerals such as gypsum and lignHe , can be worked on a commercial scale. 1
The depl e tion of natura l resources under lines the need for m e asures of conservation, with a v iew to unc overi ng fres h mineral depos its.' Particularly urgent
is the need to pres .rve watershe d area s and so1l fertility through fores t c onservati.on and other land management measures. 2
Other prob'JE ms. Apart from the important proble ms mentioned above ,
there are another pertinent problems: th e unce r·iainty of foreign markets for

1

The Nati onal Econo mi c Developme nt. Plan (Bangkok: Office of the
National Economic De ve lnpment Board , 1964) , 3.
2
rmernal.ional Bank for R.teconstruction and Development , !L!'ubl_i_<::.
Development Prog_r!!;!!l_ l or 111ai.lan_q (BaltJ m ore : The Johns Hopkins Press ,
1959) . 3.
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major expor t , the imp· rfec ti on o f the marke ting and transportation systems , lack
of skilled manpo"-tr , and an ana c-hronistic c1vil servi ce system. 1 Although the
financ es the education abroad of some Thai students , (and three to four thousand
more were trai ne d under Am<>rir:an , United Nations , and Colombo Plan technical
assistance progra ms). these fl'w tr ained men ar e not we ll used when they
return. 2 Job desc·r iplions a r

v 1r tually non-existe nt.

A large proportion of Thais tra ined abroad end up in positions
for whh:h they are e tth r underqualified, overqualified or entirely
unsuited. It is co mmon to meet we ll- trained and enthusiastic young
men, anxious to put into practice what they have lear ned abroad ,
yet unab.l e to m ake any impression on their seniors. By the time
they have reached a position of authority , it was to o late. Finally,
low pay and poor promo tion greatly contribute. to low morale , slackne s s and ineffi ci ency on the c ivil service. The level of pay is only
one - half or one - third that of comparable occupations in private
industry. 3

This problem ca11 be cured: Fi rs t , the number of people employed by government should be r e duced (at the present 60 pe rce nt of the budget goes to pay the
salaries of govt>rnme nt officials) . 4 Second, pay and prospects should be improved.
Third, strong a c tion s hou ld be taken against inefficiency and abuse.
Political

prospect.~.·

Fie ld Marshal Sarit, in his speech on October 20,

1962 , the fifth anni versary of the revolution , said:

1

n. Jnsor , 2E.· cit. ,

2Ibid.

3
Ibid . , p . 1. 72.
4:rbid.

p. 17.1..
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We must be united and we must cooperat·e to protec t our
national so\' er-e ignity and he lp in maintaining national stability
and progrEcss. . . . Only ad vanced nations can bring happiness
to the ir people . . . Economi eally backward countries are easy
prey for· Lhe Communist me nace .
He also said in what appear d to be a rationale for conti nued rule that "It is well
known that if any nation l oses pollti c::al stability it will be difficult for it to
protect and de ve l op the coun try . ,1.
For a quarter of a cen tury , various T11ai gov·ernments experimented with
constituti onal principles

"~ thout

su l!e ss.

Thai gmernments were often over-

thrown b coups d ' et at, but these w r e usuall y mild affairs, a nd nearly
always bloodl ess.

Pa!' doxi cally , despite his avowed autocratic r ule, Sarit

was probably the mo s t respec ted Prime Minister Thailand has had since the
World War II . 2 He was a "benevole nt dictator" who deve loped effective
programs of peace and prosperity.

The Thai people seemed to welcome the

kind of government which Sarit gave ; hi s de ath in 1963 was unques tionably the
most signifl ant re e nt polW eal event in Thailand. At present, th e proble m of
inter nal conflict do .s not arise.

The Thano m Kitiikachon regime of two years

seems to be stabl e enough , hut if th e war in South Vietnam should deteriorate
further, and if Communist for <'es in Laos should begin to dri ve toward the
Me kong , or if C:ombodia s hould m ove into alliance with Peking, a rea l thre at

1

Prime Mini ster ' s Office , The Collec tion of Prime Minister 's Speech.
Bangkok: Prime Minister' s Office, 1963 , 40- 41.
2
n onald E . Neuchtere in , "Thailand Afte r Sarit, " Asian Survey ,
IV (1964), 843.
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would be pos ed to Tha iland ' s s ecur ity. This , in turn , would upset Thailand's
e conomic dbvel opm nt .

Inclia

Gen <>r a lly sp .akwg, th e p r obl e ms of Indian economi c de\Te lopment are
like those of oth t' ! unde r·d.ovelop ed countrie s.

However , low levels of consumption ,

s a\Ting , producti •iiy , aJ',d e mployme nt are diffe r nt aspects of the central problem
which Indm faces

Ill

c ommon with othe r unde rdeveloped countries.

The great

problem India has always faced , iR the natura l and human resources of the
country. Jn s pite of the F ive-Yea Plans , the Indian peasant continues to be
the poores t in the world.

To be saved fro m hun·ger and famine, the people are

be ing fed on imported food gr a ins, facing at the s a me time the frightening
spec tacle of a fast- asce nding p r i ce spiral .

1

India is a va s t country, with ove rpopulation, and thfs has led her down
the road of backwardnes& and pove rty. Gandhf once said that India was a countr y
with a pr oble m of proble ms . Apa t from this , social customs and attitudes are
supplementary problems .
PopulatLqg.

No rfgu l ar ee nsus was taken in India un til 1881.

The

following Table shows the tre nd oi population gr owth during the last 50 years. 2

1B . Kns hna , " Begtnrungs of Indi a's Po verty , " Eastern World , XIX
(1965), 15 .
2

n ew itt and \ a r ma , .2£·

~.!.!.· ,

p. 18.
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TABLE XX

GROWTH OF POPULATION T.N INDIA 1901-1961

Year

P opula t ion of
Indian union
(excluding Yammu
and Kashmir)
(in m:i !lion)

1901

235.50

1911

249 . 05

+ ] 3.55

1921

248.1 8

-0 . 87

1931

275 . 52

+ 27. 34

+ 11. 0

1941

31.4.88

+ 39. 36

+14. 3

1951

356.83

+41. 95

+13. 3

1961

439.23

+82 . 38

+21. 50

Increase (+ ) or
decrease (-) ove r
previous decade
(in million)

P ercentage
increase (+)
or decrease (-)

+5.8
-0.35

Source: K. K. Dewitt and G. D . Varma, Indian Economics (De lhi : Premier
Publishing Company, 1964), p. 18.

The latter part of the table reveals the alarm i ngly rapid inc r e ase in
pop4lati.on.

In the Malthusian sense , overpopula tion exis ts in a country whe n

population increases more rapidly than the s upply of food.

Thi s test s hould be

reli able in a country where three - fourths of the working population are e ngaged
in agriculture, and that , too , predominantly in food production.
of thi s test lea ves no doubi that India is overpopul ated.
"great div ide" in India' s population problem.

The application

The year 1921 is the

Before that year, c ul tivation had

more than kept pace with the growth of population. After it, c ultiva tion has
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lagged far be hi nd at. a t:ime when population has forge d ahead.

1

Between 1921

a nd 1951 the popolation rose about 44 per cent (from 248 milli on to 356 million)
and the are a unde r cult ivation hardly incre ased by 5 percent.

Taking a longer

peri od , while population we nt up by 38 perce nt , be tween 1900 and 1945 the r e was
hardly any in<rease in the output of food grains.

The s e rious food problem

with which the country has had to contend all the se years is enough to prove that
the race between foo d and popula ti on has been badly lost by food.

2

Moreover,

thi s increase in population is gr owing and will grow further, partly because the
de ath rate will ontinue to fa ll , and partly because the si ze of population is growing.

E ven a constant percentage incre ase r ep resents a growing absolute incr ease.
The rapJ d populati on inc.rease has led to a rise in the pe rce ntage of

c ultivated to cultivable area, whi ch has now r ea ched the e xce ssive figures of 75
to 95 pe r cent in t he Ganges Valley .

Fore sts , pasture s , and e ven marshe s have

been invade d by tile plow . During the las t 30 yea rs populati on has increase a bout
40-42 pe rcent, whil e the are a unde r cultivation has remaine d practically stationary . 2
The s e ri ousnes s of Indi an ove rpopula ti on is two - fold.

First, the huge

s i ze is much too excessi •re fo r the pre sent state of her economi c deve lopment.
India has 430 milli on pe ople , about two and one -half times that of the U. S. and
ove r 25 time s that of Canada , both of which are three times large r in si ze.

1
Ibid . ' p . 19.
2P . T . Bau e r , Indi an E cono mic Policy and Development (New York :
Fre de rick A. P raeger, 1961) , .1 3.
3Dewitt and Va r m a , QQ. (' it. , p . 20 .
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Second, and this is stHl more alarming, further net addition to this
massive xi sting population is taking place every year.

Some 40 million were

added in the ten years from 1931 to 1941, and 42 million from 1941 to 1951.
Between 1951 and 1961 as many as 82 million were added. It is this large net
addition that cons tiLutes the problem, because it nullifies all efforts to improve
the very low standard of living.
Speaking of this, Pandit Nehru onC'e said: "We should be a far more
advanced nation if our population were about half what it is." The Five-Year Plans
of India did create new jobs, but after the completion of every five-year plan,
there were more unemployed people in India than before.
"successful;" but une mployment in c reased.

1

The Plans were

Countries of Asia, most of which

are still at the very low stage of social and economic development, are striving
for rapid economic deve lopment. Even if the population of these countries
remains stationary, this is quite an uphill task. In India, the population problem
is the most cri tical. In order to make development more effective, the number
in the population mus t r emai n static for at least te n years.

To do this , apart

from various methods us ed in population control, the government should have
some force upon her people - the possible way is taxation.

For example, parents

with more than three children shou ld be taxed on a graded basis.
It is possible to appL· oach the proble m from two sides: (l) production

and (2) population. While population should slacken in its pace to enable

1shanU Kuma r Khinduka, "A Suicidal Luxury," The Asian Student,
XIII (1965) , S 7.
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p r odu c tion to rwe cfa ke i t , produ c t-i on must ta ke rapid stride s not only to o v.,;rtake
popul a tio n h-ut to ou ts tn r, 1!.
the prov i s .1on o f

H

With the adopti o n of be ttf'r agri c ultural me thods ,

n gation fa r.il•LJ s , and fundamental reorganization of agri-

c ulture through r e form of the land sys te m , the volume of agricultural production
may ev e n be doubl ed.

Th e dPve lopm ent of indu s tri es also will he lp to bring about

a be tte r bd.!an<'e betwee L produ c ti on and popula tion.
A r i s e i n t he s wn da rd of li vi ng brought about by increased we alth p rodu c tion has been rec ogru ze d as the pr i mary m e ans of c hecking the rate of population gr owth .

T he posljJon me nt o f the age of ma r riage tends to lowe r the birth-

rate in two ways . lt r edu c·ed the effec·ti ve c hildbe aring period , and the most
fe rtil e per iod o f c hildbe a ring is lm o ckE'd oiL

F ar more important is family

planning ; h.!::_. , limita ti on of the si ze of familites . A network of family planning
clini cs migh t be s e t up all ove r the country a nd ex isting knowle dge about the use
of contr a<'epn v e s a nd o the r me thod s o f bath contr ol be assimmilated.

Fina ll y ,

the spread of edu ca tion and general e nli ght nme nt will also make the pe ople
de si re smalle r farni lles .
Produ<'liqQ_.

ThP most urgen t t>co nomic problem in India today is the

proble m o f popula tion ve r·s us food.
wheat , harley , an d m1Ue t.

Many kinds of grain are rai s ed-ric<' , corn ,

Indi a has 350 million a c res under cultivation·-·-·ab out

the s a me as in the U . S. But it has 60 m illi o n farm e rs compared with fe we r than
4 milli on w the lc. S. l Gr ain y it ld s a r e lo w, a ve rag ing less than one - fourth

1u _ S . Ne ws and WOJ"ld R e po ri , June 14. , 1965 , p . 65 .
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of those in the U. S. and Japan.

During a period of nearly 60 years the yield per

acre in India r os e by onl y 3 percent. India is trying to bring more land under
cultivation , and hopes to add 6 m illion acres in the next 15 years-an increase
of a bout 0. 2 percent a year . With its population growing more than 2 percent a
year - ten times as fa s t-the situation is explosive. 1 The solution of various
problems of rapid e conomic deve lopment turns upon an adequate food supply
to feed the growing population. Otherwise a large part of the country's foreign
exchange res ources will be frittered away on importing food , and the cou ntry
will not be able to impo r t machinery and industria l raw mater ia ls . Second, in the
absence of sufficient of food suppli e s, large investments made for the development of industries and transport will result only in raising prices all around .
While food production r e mains constant , per capita income has been s lowly
rising. 2 Su c h an inflation will stand in the way of further development .
The chief feature of the Indian economy is its heavy reliance on agriculture, combined with the relative ine lasticity of food supply and large increase
of population.

The surp lu s of populati.on is concentrated on land bringi.ng down

the mainland ratio and, in the absence of techno l ogical improve m ents, yield
per man and acre is low. 3

1lbid .
2Ibid .
3 N. A . Khan ; Problems of Growth of an Underdeveloped Economy
(Bombay: Publisher House, 1961.), 33.
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A more sophisticated inves tigation into the relationship between clima te
and econo mi c baC'kwardness mi ght con<'ern itself with rainfall . 1 Much of the
probl m of both As1a and Africa rtvolves around their inability to secure an
adequate share of t".he precipitation which annua lly falls on the earth' s s urface .
Both Indi a and Thailand have had to adj ust to an unfavorable distribution of
annua l rainfall.

The great monsoons provide the critical sour ce of water for

a ll of South Asian agricultu re and when the monsoons are late the crops die in
the fie lds.

The long term movem nLs in agricultural production in India are

interwined with random fluctuations ca used by the weather, systematic minor
fluctuations of three to four years' length (averaging 40 to 44 months) , and major
cyclical fluctuations afte r every s even or eight years. 2
India also face s other proble ms in p roduc tion.

As Mr. Nehru expre ssed

to the Board of D1 rec tors of the Far East-American Council of Commerce and
Industry, Inc . , in New York, on December 2 1, 1956: 3
Well , first agricultu r·al production. Then, because we have
to give e mployment to people , we have to face the problem tha t
with higher techniques, whi ch we must have naturally, you can't
ha e primitive me thods of production; but the imme diate e ffect
of high er techniques in une mployme nt . The immediate effect of
havi ng had fe wer persons to do it would be more are thrown out
of e mpl oyme nt, and then the social difficulties would rise.

1

R obert L . Heilbroner, The Great Ascent (New York: Harper and Ro w,
Publisher, 1963) , 32.
2N. A . Khan, _Qg. cit. , 55 .

3 Meyer Weinbe r g, Is s ues in Social Scienc~ (New Jersey: Prentice Hall ,
Inc. , 1959) , 198.
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To sum up, it is diff1cull to deci de whether India should have high
techmque s for agri cultur al producU on, thus to increase food grains for domestic
consumption, or to us e low tec hniques in order to have more people e mployed.
For the situation like India where human beings are in oversupply. India has to
go cautiously in le tting the m work a nd not tin·ow them out by too much mechani z ation.

The ultimate solution of the food proble m lies in increasing agricultura l

pr oduction.

This can be done by b tter administration and organization and by

having greater coordination be tween agriculture, irrigation, and community
development.. In order to build up buffer stocks and stabilize prices and to
overcome the psychology of shortage ru1d scarcity, ti1e government should plan
for greater imports of food grains .
Problems of land.

The outstanding feature of Indian rural eco nomy is

the pathe tica lly low yield per acre for a ll crops. India has poor soil, exhausted
by centuries of exploitation.
connected with the soil.

1

For efficient agriculture there are several problems

First, declining fe rtility . The problem of maintaining

the fer tility of the soil is a probl e m of putting manure and fertili zers in the soil.
In India the cons umption of inorganic fertili ze r is very small r e lative to the
si ze of the cultiva ted are a. Woytinsky wrote,
India agriculture is caught in a vicious c ircle. The
farmers are poor because their fields are poorly cultivated. Their fields are neglected because people are too
poor to buy fertili zer md to return manure to their fields,
and have not enough strength and energy to pump water from

1
w. S. Woytinsky, Indi a: The Awakening Giant (New York: Harpe r
and Brothers, 1956) , 34 .
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their we lls and dig cistt: rns to preserve the precious rains. They
lack e ne r gy and muscular strength be cause they are undernourished ,
and they are undernourished becaus e lhe ir fields so s tingily recompense the ir spiritless t" fforts.1
Apart from declining in fe rtility the dryness of land and soil erosion
are conse quent problems.

This means that a very important method of making

the most of the la nd resource is to provide irrigational facilities.
Institutional obstacles.

For efficient use of land it is essential that the

farmer should cultivate a fai r - si ze d holding. If on the other hand, the si ze
of the holding is too small , the n the rela tion be tween cost and yield become l ess
favorable. John Gunther, writing o f India twenty years ago , de scribes the
si tuation vividly:
There is no primogeniture in Indi a as a rule , and when
the peasant dies his land is subdivided among all his sons,
wi th the result that most holdings are infinitesimatly small.
In one di s tri ct in the Punjab, following fragmentation through
generations , 584 owners c ultiva te no less than 16 , 000 fields ;
in another 12 ,8 00 acres are s plit into actually 63,000 holdings.
Three-quarters of the holdings in India as a whole are under
ten acres. In many parts of India the average holding is less
than 1 acre. 2
This was twenty years ago , but the situation is not signifi cantly remedied today,
and it is mirrored in many other underdeveloped countries.
The small unit of cultivation also cau ses problems . First, a large
loss of land resources

lake~

place

ju~t becau~e

the individual fragments are,

in many cases, too tiny to cultivate . Second , fragmentation causes great waste

1

Tbid.

2 Heilbroner , The Great Ascent , p. 41. Quoted directly from Gunther.
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of time, labor , and cattle power in going from the village site to the fields and
from one fragment to the other. Although cooperative farming is practiced
at the present, the pressure on the land can be reduced by migration and
industriali zation. 1 The result of emigration, even of those who s tay behind and
retain their agricultura.l character, will be to raise agricultu ral income because
inferior soil will be given up. Improvements in agricultural organization and
technique might then be obtained more easily. Overpopulation, while it makes for
" industriali zation" by draining off labor from agri culture into industry, also
retards it, because it tends to make labor-intensive technologies . 2
Social attitudes .

The population of India is diverse in language, customs ,

and religion . Linquistic differences both illustrate the deep-seated diversity of
the population and help to perpetuate it.

There are about a score of different

major languages in lndi a, and at least fifteen different major scr ipts . 3 This
creates social cleavages in addition to those created by religi on and caste. 4 It
complicates the already difficult problem of education . It gives linquistic
foundation to regional, as oppos e d to national loyalties. 5
The caste system is also an obstacle to economic development. The
caste system is the most fundamental featur e of Hindu society.

The effective

1Khan , QQ. Qjl. , p. 65.
2Ibid. , p. 256 .
3Bauer , QQ. £!1· , p. 14.
4 Beat.rice Pitney Lamb, India: A World in Transition (New York:
Frederick A . Praeger, 1963) . 162.
5Ibid.
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units in Indian society today are some 3, oon ;:eparate cast.es and subcastes, the
members of which do not normally inte rma rry or eat together . In other social
contacts, also , caste is an important factor in how people deal with each other.
Various strong taboos, prohibitions, and ideas of pollution maintained a wide
social distance between certain castes . 1 Lamb also points out that there are
tbree points about tbe caste today that should be emphas i zed. 2
First, India i s offi c ially t ying to create social equality,
while deep-seated habits of mind work against it. Secondly,
c ompetition for improved ;q,atus seems to be on tbe increase.
Although mu ch of thi.s competition takes on the form of intercaste riva lri e s, some possibi lity exists for the individual to
ise above his caste, to move into new class if he can secure
a good job. Third, the group-tbe caste-continues to p lay
a unique role in India, persisting in a way tbat contrasts
sharply with the situation in a more fluid society. In India,
each caste has existed as such over countless generations,
and castes show no sign of dissolving.
By splitting up society into compartments, caste operates as an obstacle

to the social and national unity whi h is so essential for a national effort at
economic regeneration. K. K. Dewitt and J. D. Varma point out:3
It k1lls the spirit of enterpri se and iniii.ative by making functions

hereditary. Social mobility i s tbus prevented. Ability has no
scope to show itself, since under the system, movement up tbe
social ladder is out of qu e stion. The curse of untouchability,
tbe most notorious aspect of the syst.em, spells the degradation
of millions of human be ings to a condition often worse tban that
of slaves. Mobility of labour is rendered difficult, if not impossible . Thus the development of large scale industry, whi c h
presupposes an easy mobility of labor, be co mes difficult of

1
Ibid. ' p. 135.
2

Lamb,

Ql2_.

cit. , p. 15 1-152 .

3Dewitt and Varma , .QQ· £!.!:· , p. 29.

l.l6

achievemt>nt. The castr sysi m has vroduced among the higher
cas tes a sort of C'onh- mpt for manu a l labou r . This has resulted
in s erious pcon0miC' los s to the c0untr-y.
Finally, the problem of admini stration , India is a vast and old country
and has an old custom and ins ti tution. It is quite hard to put new ideas into
people , or, in other words , to t·urn an old India into a type of democracy would
take time. In cer ta in resp et.s , India under the leadership of Gandhi, Nehru,
and the present Prime Mirust r , Shash r, have been doing a job of democracy
in the world wh re ne'-1 nati ons are abandoning 1t-in the freedom and independence
of the judiciary , in thf' fre e lecuons and the free and responsible functioning of
parliament, in fr edam of s peec h and the press . It i s quite difficult to achieve
this and eco nomi c planning also. As Mr. Nehru had commented at the Conference
with the BoaTd of Directors of Far East-Am rica Council of Commerce and
Industry in New York, 195 6 , "Planning, what is it aftet· all? There is no compulsion. If they don't do it , then they don ' t do it, and the matter ends. So any
idea of associating co mpulsi on would not be correct."
D. R . Gadgil writes:
The absenc-e of l arge power·s of e nforce ment (coercion)
and of who'le- hea.r ted s upport of parti cular se c tions of the
population ha s to be compensated for by . . . greater understandings and w1lling supJJ0 r t on ihe part of generality of the
peopl e . Th e large st d.iffi cu .lt ie s of Indian Planning today seem
to arise fr·om the s e need.; of t he situation. It is the doubtful
quality of the le a.der·shiJJ in plann ed effort and its failure to
evoke adequate public response that appear to be at the centre
of the existing prob le m.
. . . As a r eaction of thJs a strong suspicion i s created
among th ma.ss ol the people about neglect or worse of their
intere s ts . A plan of devl'l opmeot in a poor country like India
in olves above all so me hardships and considerable selfres traint, a t least in the iOJ ti al stages. The willing, acceptance
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of hardships, and self- r est-r-aint can come about only if there
is a fe eling of common purpose , common interest and common
shariny. Such a fe eling appears totally absence in the country
today.
It is quit hard to find the solution to the se problems , but one migh t ask

himself a fe w qu e stions . Are the Indians ready for de mocracy ? Is it better for
India to adopt some ki nd of strong federa l govermnent, toge ther with so-called
"benevolent dictatorship" whi ch could deve lop economic development programs
more effectively?

Conclusion

The proble m in any unde rde vdoped country is, first of all , bow to provide
the necessitites of life for all.
achieve their goal.

These countries have to find thei r own ways to

Countries have to develop thei r own economic approach in

regard to their own problems.

To compare the economic development efforts of

other countries with one' s own gi ve example s and experie nce. In comparing
Thailand and India, Thailand is a small country in comparison to India , but both
can learn from each other. India is an old country and has an experience with
three plans while Thailand has only undergone the First Plan. At present,
Thailand still does not face the critical problems India has alre ady faced . It
is important for the Thai to study Indian eco nomi c efforts the way she solved
her problems-and to learn her mistakes.

1n. R- Gadgil, Planning and E cono mi c Policy in India (Bombay : Asia
Publishing House, 1961) , 13-14.
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From an economic point of VIew, both countries are far from r eaching
an advance d stage of development.

Both a re now trying to develop the ir economy

on a democratic basis , and always willing to cooperate with the West although
India originally adopted a neutral policy. What they have to do, they must do
rapidly-otherwise, they will be overwh Jmed-overwhelmed by social forces
and by the growth of population.
experimentation.

Time is getting short.

There is no time for

Mistakes in the past must be co r rected.

Greater production

of commodities is the immedi a te aim so that people may have them. Generally,
agriculture and all indu stries should flourish . Employment should grow ; there
should not be any type of employment whi ch , apart from its be ing a bad thing
in itse lf , again creates dangers for them .
What the future holds depends upon the ability of these countries to
respond and to solve their proble ms. As a Thai, who is al so interested in
India , the writer hopes that in the near future both countries will achieve
economic growth and the ir r espective peoples can live in peace and prosperity
in the modern world.
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